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The concept of a Super Fixed Target Beauty Facility (SF'T) which uses a relatively low
intensity 20 TeV proton beam as a generator of very high momenta B's is an exciting
prospect which is very competitive with other B factory ideas. The yields of B's in such a
facility are quite high (3x1010->10 TM B's per year). At this level of statistics, CP
violation measurements will be possible in many modes. In addition, the fixed target
configuration, because of the high momenta of the produced B's and the resultinglong decay
lengths, facilitates the detection and reconstructionof B's and offers unique ooportunities
for observation of the B decays. Tl_e limited solid angle coverage required for the fixed
target spectrometer makes the cost of the facility much cheaper than other e+e" or hadron
collider options under consideration.

The relatively low intensity 20 TeV beam (1->2x10 e protons/second) needed for the
SFT makes it possible to consider an extractionsystem which operates concurrentlyand in a
non-interfering manner with the other collider experiments. One possible method for
generating such a beam, crystal channeling, is discussed.
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I, Physics Goals and Technical Advantaoes of the SFT Facility.

The 20 TeV _.uper Fixed Target B Physics Facility (Si=T) contains two major
components, the crystal channeling extraction/proton beam transport system (Figs. 1,2,3)
and the fixed target beauty spectrometer (Fig. 4). This Expression of Interest describes the
motivation for pursuing B physics in this manner and contains a conceptual description of
the components of the SFT facility. We have consideredtwo general approaches for the SF'r
spectrometer: open geometry and restrictive geometry. Open geometry gives large
acceptance for a wide varieW of decay modes and gives the opportunity of tagging by
observation of the second B decay in the event. However, the detector must deal With the
full interaction rate. Restrictive geometry spectrometers emphasize rare low multiplicity
decays such as B--+_+_" and minimize rates in the detectors per interaction. This type of
spectrometer offers simplicity of triggering and cleanliness of event reconstruction. Both
approaches seem promising for a 20 TeV fixed target facility. In the sections that follow, we
limit ourselves to the open geometry spectrometer which is the more general approach. We
describe the physics potential of a 20 TeV open geometry fixed target experimental facility
for doing beauty physics, describe the preliminary designs for the components, and give a
cost estimate based on a preliminary model for various aspects of the extraction system,
beam transport and spectrometer. In many cases there are alternative choices for
technologiesthat mustbe investigatedand compared with the ones described in this document
before final choicescan be made.

While there are many areas of physics that can be ex_ored by a 20 TeV Fixed Target
facility such as that described below, the major impetus for the SF-I"is beauty physics. The
study of the B system is of fundamental importancet and has been a major area of activity,
involving a considerable segment of the high energy physics community in the past few
years. The possibility of an extracted 20 TeV SSC beam offers an exciting opportunity to
address ali the physics issues presently thought to be important in B decay in a fixed target
experimental configuration. This configuration is relatively well understood, tractable and
economical to prepare compared to that of the hadron collider, and offers the potential of
producing a much greater number of reconstructableB's than can be obtained by any other
method.

Among the topics that can be addressed with the large B statistics obtainable in the SFT
are:

1. The measurement of the production of the heavy B quark and the attendant
fragmentation and hadronizationinto the various B hadron speciesBu, Bd and Bs.

2. The measurementof the lifetimesof the various species.

3. The determinationof branching ratios for various decay modes.

4. The determinationof the mixing of particle and antiparticle.



5. The observationof rare decay modes.

6, The detection and precision measurementof CP violation effects.

While some of these topics will be explored at other B facilities between now and the
beginningof physicsresearch at theSSC, studies of most rare decay modes and CP violation
require very large statistics2 and, almost certainly, will require the large B decay data
samples achievable at the SSC for precisionmeasurements.

To obtain an estimate of the pN_BB production cross section at ._s =193 GeV, we
have used the third order (in O<s)calculationsof K. Ellis et al3 which predicts 2.5 to 10 _b
total beauty cross section. Note that this cross section for beauty at the SFT is of order of
the charm cross section at present Fermilab fixed target energies. Since we plan to use Be
foils interspersed with the silicon measurement planes of the SFT silicon microvertex
detector as a target, we must determine the psi and pBe beauty and total cross sections.
Assuming the heavy flavor productionincreases with atomic number of the target like A _,
the beauty production cross section for pBe will be between 23 and 90 I.Lband for pSi
between 70 and 280 l.Lb. Taking the total inelasticpN cross section at _ =193 GeV to be
38 mb and assumingan A dependenceof AO._2, we obtainpBe and pSi total crosssectionsof
approximately 185 mb and 420 mb respectively. Therefore, taking into account the
relative amounts of Be and Si in the microvertex detector target section (0.063X of Be and
0.013X Si), we estimate that between 1/1900 and 1/7"700of _ =193 GeV interactions
initiated in the target section will contain a BB'.

While this ratio for ._s =193 GeV psi interactions is not as great as that expected in
the hadron collider configuration (1/500-1/200), there are aspects of the fixed target
configurationwhich can lead to a greater fraction of the produced B's actually written to tape
and eventually reconstructed. In addition the fixed target configuration offers the unique
opportunity of directly observing and measuring some significant fraction of the B's, an
option that is available in no other experimentat configuration. Thus, the factor of
approximately 10 difference in the yield per interaction between the SSC collider and the
SSC fixed target mode becomes much less significant when ',he unique features, relative
simplicity and relative economy of the fixed target experiment are compared to the
formidable challenges and expense of attempting a comparable B collider experiment.

One of the main points in favor of a fixed target configuration is the much higher
momenta of the B's produced in the SSC fixed target interactions compared to those produced
in the SSC collider configuration. There are several technical advantages which arise from
this high momentum. The high momentum produces very long average decay lengths
resulting in the unique situation (among ali the options for doing B physics) where B's can
pass through many microvertex planes before decaying. In SSC fixed target interactions, an
average B will travel 9.5 cm before decaying (see Fig. 5 for a typical event and Fig. 6a and
and 6b for the longitudinal and transverse decay distributions respectively for ,/s_193 GeV
B production and decay) and, as discussed in Section Ill.B, pass through approximately 15
silicon planes in the SFT microvertex detector. This allows Ihe possibility of directly
observing the B in these spectacular events, and aeterminin_ whether it is neutral or



charged (Bu or Bd,s). Furthermore, if a magnetic field is imposed on the silicon
microvertex detector (an option under discussion), the sign of the charge of the Bu can be
determined for a significant fraction of the Bu'S. Particle/antiparticle tagging is critical to
CP violation measurements but is difficult in other experimental configurations because of
the difficulty in determining the charge of the B's from reconstruction of ali their secondary
decay products. There will be a relatively high probability of missing or adding a track in
reconstructing the B vertex. Both the direct observationof the B tracks and the prospect of
haviflg track information between the B decay vertex and the primary production vertex
enhance greatly the probabilityof determining correctly the charge of the B either through
direc'_observationor by determination of the charge via reconstructionof secondaries. This
improves tagging. For example, in the B.-.,p.trigger sample discussed in Section IV.D, the
ch_ge of the muon, which is ambiguous because of the mixing of the B's or the B--,D_I.L
decay process, need not be used as a tag. Observation of the charge of the parent B will
replace the muoncharge as the tag inthe case of the Bu-flJ.decays.

Another advantage of the higher momenta of the fixed target configurationis the better
track resolution clue to the smaller multiple scattering of B deca.y secondaries (roughly half
the resolution error even in the relatively high energy Fermilab fixed target environment).
While it is true that the Lorentz expansion of the decay length is compensated for by the
decrease in the average angle of secondariesfrom B decay such that the impactparameters of
these secondaries remain of the same order of magnitude independent of the total center of
C>M energy, the multiple scattering of the B decay products becomes almost completely
negligible in 20 TeV interactions. Thus, the ability to resolve secondary vertices improves.
In addition, the negligible multiple scattering in Lorentz boosted 20 TeV events allows the
use of more measurement planes leading to the opportunity mentioned above of directly
observing B's.

Higher momentum of the B's also makes possible tractable trigger strategies (in
particular trigger strategies based on leptons). For example, muon triggers which depend
on the separationof muons from hadrons become difficultif the muon momentum is too low
(a muon shield cannot be made thick enough to range out hadrons effectively). As
demonstrated in various studies_, the muon momentum is low for producing a single muon
trigger capable of collecting a large fraction of the B muonic decays in SSC collider events.
No such problem exists in the SSC fixed target configuration where the mean and median
lepton momenta are 280 GeV/c and 120 GeV/c respectively. The large iepton momentum
also helps if an electron trigger is contemplated since distinguishing an electron from a
hadron becomes progressively easier for both TRD's and calorimetry as the energy of the
electron increases. These more powerful triggers have the advantage of minimizing the
required data acquisition systems or on-line microprocessor farms, and the sometimes
ignored advantage of reducing enormouslythe off-linecomputing load.

Another aspect of fixed target events which makes detection and reconstructionof B's
easier is the relatively low multiplicityof the events. At .,/'s"=193 GeV the average event is
expected to contain approximately 23 charged tracks and 10 _°'s. This is to be compared
with an anticipated multiplicity of a few hundred in a _ = 40 TeV pp collision. In
addition, the B events themselves, at _ = 193 GeV, have approximately the same low



multiplicity (an average of 24 charged tracks). This low multiplicity greatly simplifies
beauty triggers based on the hadronic characteristics of B events, as well as off-tine
reconstructionof B events.

Th_ detector componentsof the SFT themselvescan be arranged in a simplerand more
economical and effective way than the collider countemarts, even Usingtoday's technologies.
In particular, the silicon microvertex detector (Fig. 8)can be a simple, planar
arrangement leading to economies of effort and money in construction. The detector as
discussed in Section III.B can be arranged so that the B decays occur inside the detector at
most 6 mm before a measurement plane, leading to excellent vertex resolution.

Finally, there is the obvious a_,,antage that the size of a fixed target beauty
experiment is very modest because of the small solid angle that must be covered to capture
the B decay products. As will be discussed in subsequent sections, the SFT spectrometer is
designed to cover the 3 ->75 mrad forward cone. With this coverage, approximately 70%
of ali B's will have their decay productswithinthe geometric acceptance of the spectrometer
at v/'_'=193 GeV. If we require that both B's in a given event have ali decay products in the
acceptance of the spectrometer,a geometric acceptanceof 45% is obtained.

In summary, the large numbers of B e,,_nts produced in _ =193 GeV/c interactions
plus the technical advantages of the fixed target option (compared to SSC collider 40 TeV
interactions) and the experience that will be accrued in the next few years in similar fixed
target configurations at Fermilab make the !dea oi an SSC fixed target B experiment very
attractive. In Table I we summarize and compare the important global aspects of the various
beauty hadroproduction options. In Section IV.D, it will be shown that the yields of B's
possible usingthe SFT are more than adequate (indeed, by one to two orders of magnitude )
to detect at the 3o level a CP violating asymmetry of 15% in the B.-,J/H,'K0s decay mode,
just one of many exclusive modes that are expected to exhibit CP violation effects. Our
detailed analysis of just this one decay mode agrees with more global studiess showing that
experiments producing 109 B's can make precise CP measurements. Thus, with the
estimated production of 3x10 _0 ->10 _1 B's per year for the SFT, we expect to be able to
studyCP violatingeffects with good statisticsin many decay modes.



Table I

ImoortamParametersof Beaul_Production
in VariousHadronicExoedmental(_onfiaurations

TeV II Fixed Tat _._.Y_J...._:21: _._t...,.CcgJJJl;[E SSC FixedT_

Int Rate 10_.10e/sec 105/sec " 10_/sec °° 10;'/sec

_(pN_BB) 10 nb 20 I_b 200-500 _ 2,5 -10 I,Lb

BB--/10_sec 10T.10 e 4x10 e 2xl0t 1.5x10 TM 1x1010-Sx10 10

o' (B B"-)/c_T o**, 1/1250000 1/2500 1/500.1/200 1/7700-1/1900

Multiplicity = 15 =45 "few" hundred =20

<ph> 143 Gev/c 38 GeV/c 51 GeV/c , 635 GeV/c

118 GeV/c 22 GeV/c 43 GeV/c 445 GeV/c

<pp.> 32 GeV/c 13 GeV/c 36 GeV/c 280 GeV/c

Median B 8mm 1.5mm 3mm 42mm
Decay Length

Mean B 16mm 4.Tmm 13mm 95mm
Decay Length

° Present luminosity = 103o cm 2 s-i for the Fermilab Collider. Presuming the
injector upgrades and corresponding detector upgrades to take advantage of the
higher luminosity, this may be increased to 5x103_ cm 2 s-t

* ° 10 r interactions per second is taken as a limit for a high rate 4R B physics collider
detector to avoid the problem of multiple high multiplicityevents per bucket.

* * " Taking into account the atomic number enhancementof the heavy flavor cross sections
in heavy targets relative to the total cross section.
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II. Concentual Desion of the 20 TeV Extracted Proton Beam

The idea of usinga 20 TeV protonbeam from the SSC as a generator of B events has
great technical and financial merit, lt is desirable for such a beam to run concurrently and
in a non.interfering way with the collider program. In addition, taking as a criterion that
the SFT must use no more beam than a high luminosity intersection region (which at
L=10 _3 cm2s -t uses 10e protons per second from each beam), the desired SFT proton
beam will have an intensity of 1->2x108 protons per second. This, as shown below, will
generate 107 interactions per second in the SFT microvertextarget. Among the possibilities
for slow extraction of this low intensityproton beam is crystal channeling_. This technique
is well matched to the desired SIT beam intensity and appears to be a viable option for
producing a non-interfering extraction system.

There are two technical issues which impact on. the feasibility of this type of
extraction. One is the efficiency of the channeling process itself. Any evaluation of the
channeling must include the effects of the crystal curvature which is an integral part of the
extraction process. The other issue is the method of bringing a small part (1-2x10 e
protons per second) of tt_ecirculating beam (few xl0 _7 protons per second) to bear on the
crystal in the proper manner. In the following two sections, these issues are discussed in
more detail.

II.A C_stal Chiannelino

First proposed by Stark in 1912 and then observed experimentally in the micl 60's,
the channelingof charged particles in crystalline solids has by now reached a level of some
maturity. Moreover, the possibility of interesting effects and novel applications of the
channeling of high energy particles has stimulated research at relativistic energies8. In
some respects, the theory of channeling of relativistic particles is simpler than that of
channeling of low energy particles. The possibility of steering a beam of charged panicles
by channelingthem in a bent crystal was first suggested by Tsyganov9 in 1976. Since that
time, this effect has been demonstrated experimentally at several laboratories_c. Bent
crystals have been used as optical elements in an external beam line at Fermilab t t and
beam extraction has been performed at DubrJ:_and Serpukhov_2usingcrystal channeling.

The physics of bent crystal channeling at relativistic energies is reasonably well
understood theoretically. There are essentially three ways that a particle incident on a
crystal is dechanneled: by multiple scattering, by crystal curvature (actually a reduction of
the effective channel potential by the centrifugal force), and by the surface acceptance of the
c_stal channel _. Many theories of multiple scattering have been constructed, and the
reduction of the phase space of the channeled panicles clue to the centrifugal potential as a
function of l;hebend angle has been obtained by Ellison,_'_ and KudoS5. Theories including
both multiple scattering and bending dechanneling have recently been developed _6. The
surface acceptance dechanneling is independent of the other two dechanneling effects, lt
simply reflects the facts that the low order atomic planes which provide the channeling
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force occupy some fraction of the crystal volume, and that any real beam contains a
distribution of transverse energy, and that some fractiofl of particles will have transverse
energy which exceeds the channel well depth. For a given distribution, the intuitive
expectation for the channel acceDtance can be shown to follow from the Fokker-Planck
transport calculation of the dechanneling in the limit of zero depth _;'. While the qualitative
agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable, some quantitative differences in
the dechanneling remain. As the Interest in using crystals as optical elements in
accelerators and in other applications grows and, in particular, the issue of slow extraction
at the SSC ', addressed, this research should continue to be pursued. While understanding
these differences is important for the interpretation of experiments in the 10.500 GeV
range, the uncertainties in the predictions at 20 TeV are less substantial. Channeling in
bent crystal_at 20 TeV can be described reasonablywell by these calculations, especially as
it pertains to extractionat the SSC.

There are four key points which make channeling extraction at the SSC feasible and
predictable. First, the bend angle required is rather modest (about 100 brad) and can be
accomplished reasonablyeasily even for 20 TeV protons. For a bend angle of such a size, the
bending dechanneling is not particularly serious in any of the models considered, lt should
be less than 10% (see Fig. 7) even for rather short crystals such as the 3 cm silicon
crystal which w3 plan to use !n the SFT extractio_bsystem. Bending dechanneling increases
as crystal length decreases, but the radius of curvature necessary for the extraction system
described below is so large that thisdoes not cause a pr¢blem.

Second, the multiple scattering contributionto dechanneling is also small at 20 TeV/c.
This is a consequence of the rapid decrease in the scattering coefficient with increase in the
projectile momnetum. The fact that we require only a short crystal to Obtain the requisite
bending (without incurring unacceptable bending dechanneling) also helps. Multiple
scattering dechannelingshould be less than 4%.

Third'. the surface acceptance dechanneling loss mechanism, while dominant, is still
not large enough to be serious. The magnitudeof this loss mechanism is due to a geometric
contributionand to an angular acceptance effect. The geometric contributionis fixe::lby the
choice of silicon as the crystal material. This geometric dechanneling arises f'_-omthe fact
that the atoms of the crystal plane subtend a fraction of the cross sectional area of the
crystal face. This fraction is approximately 20% for the silicon (110) plane. However,
this 20% of the surface area is not opaque to 20 TeV protons as discussed in the noxt
paragraph. The other contribution to s:.,_facedechanneling is clue to the overlap of the
transverss momentum phase space of the incident beam with the channel width. The
magnitude of the overlap is set by the width of the transverse momentum distribution and
the depth of the potential for the channel. The measure of this overlap is the critical
channeling angle above which a particle will not be captured. For 20 TeV protons in the
(110) planes of Si, this angle is al>out 1 p.rad.Crystals of the high quality necessary to meet
this specification are available. For a given distribution of angles in the beam intercepting
the crystal, it is a good approxim,_tionto assume that 211tracks with angles greater than the
critical angle of 1 jJrad will not be channeled. To determine this fraction for a real
extraction scheme requires some knowledge of the phase space distributionsof the panicles
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incident on the crystal. Assuming that ,B= 0.5 km in the East Utility straight section of the
SSC and that the large amplitude portionof the circulatingbeam has approximately the same
emittance as the central core of the circulatingbeam, we calculate from the SSC normalized
emittance _e of e mm tared, an angular divergence o= 0.3 _adians. Assuming a Gaussian
distribution, the angular acceptance is essentially 99% of the incident beam, making
dechanneling due to thissource negligible.

The final factor that makes channeling feasible is the possibility that protons which
dechanneled on the first pass through the material will chef,nel on subsequent passes of the
beam through the crystal. Dechanneled protons will pass through the crystal with a small
fraction of them suffering the usual nuclear interactions due to the material that they
traverse after dechannelingtakes place. Therefore, most of the dechanneled protonssurvive
the crystal (only 3% interact on average) even if they are not channeled. In a recirculating
machine, th_ survivingprotonscan be channeled on subsequentpasses.

To summarize, we expect the major source oi dechanneling to be the geometric
component of the surface dechanneling (at the 20% level) followed by bendir_§dechanneling
(at approximately 10% level). The multiple scattering dechanneling will be less than 4%
and the angular acceptance dechanneling is negligible. This leads to an estimate of at least a
65% efficiency for channeling the incident beam at 20 TeV for a single pass. A particle
which is dechanneled (or rather not channeled) on a given pass does not necessarily interact
in the crystal. The crystal looks like an amorphous material to the dechanneled particle and,,=

the panicle undergoes normal pSi interactions. Since the crystal is thin (total thickness
6.6% of an interaction length), beam particles make multiple transits through the crystal.
Simulations_9 suggest that better than 85% of the flux incident on the crystal can be
deflected into the extraction line, taking into account multiple passes. Furthermore, very

' few interactions of the 2x108 incident protons/sec will take place. We expect that for
2x10 e protons/s incident on the crystal only a few x 106 protons/s will interact.

II.B The Extraction Technioue

To effect extraction of 1Q8 protons/s of the SSC circulating 10 _'_proton beam, a
nominal 3mm x 3mm x 3cre siliconcrystal will be positionedin the median plane of the SSC
approximately five sigma from the central orbit of the beam, where it can intercept
1->2x10 e protons/s. Since the dechanneled fractionof the incident beam is expected to be
approximately 10%-30%, a small portion (approximately 3%) of which will interact, we
expect the crystal to produce at most a few x 106 interactionsper second in comparison to
10 e interactions per second produced by the collider interaction regions. The rema=nin
unchanneled beam willbe transmittedand may be channeled on subsequentpasses. Thus the
extraction of 10e protons/second will use the same number of protons as a high luminosity
interaction region and produce ontv a few xl0 s interactions/second.

Ali even more proton conserving mode of operation of the extracted beam would be to
use the large amplitude halo. At the interaction poi-lts (IRs), quasi-elastic scattering will
form an in-aperture, forward peaked halo which will either be lost in regions of high
dispersion in the lattice or will be attenuated using collimators in order to minimize
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background at the IRs. At SSC beam intensities, the number of these large amplitude
particles may be sufficient to make their flux interesting as a source of low intensity
protonbeam for the SFT. Because they must be disposed of in any case, it is appropriate to
consider schemes to manipulate them onto an extraction channeling crystal system, rather
than onto a collimator, to make them available for the SFT. However, uncertainties in the
magnitude and nature of the halo make it unwise to rely on it as the principal source of
protonsfor the 20 TeV extracted beam.

In either case, a small fraction o; the 1014 circulating proton beam must be moved
into the crystal continuously in order for the crystal to perform its function. Several
possibilitieshave been suggested for producing large enough transverse displacements of a
small fraction of the circulating protons far into the crystal in a controlled way. Two
examples of such techniquesare latticedispersionand resonancescraping.

The presently favored method for producingthe required orbit displacements is based
on the use of lattice dispersiongenerated by the bends of :he SSC. By introducing suitabte
magnetic elements in the East Utility straight section, a dispersive section can be
constructed in a limitedregionand then recombined. Becausethe SSC beam has a momentum
spread o' of approximately 5 GeVIc ;_, introduction of this dispersive section into the
lattice will inject particles into orbits sufficiently displaced at the position of the crystal, to
intercept the crystal and be channeled. Achieveabte dispersion functiun in the East utility
straight section at the positionof the crystal will cause off-mom_mtum particles to undergo
sizable displacements (for example, a dispersion of 1 meter will cause a particle with
momentum differing by 5 GeV/c from the central momentumof the beam to be displaced by
250 microns) and to move into incidence on the surface of the crystal. This method of
moving off momentum particles bears some resemblance to collimation ideas for linear
colliders 20.

The resonant scraping process suggested by Collins2_ bears a considerable
relationship to slow spill resonance extraction. Sextupole and decapole driven resonances
have been considered for applicationto the SIT extractionproblem. From the standpoint of
continuousextraction, decapole resonances are preferred, but the sextupole resonances are
more straightforward to implement. Correction style elements might, at least in specific
cases, Oe used. However, the issues of non linear dynami"-2_ of beams in accelerators
together with the resonance extraction itself23 are complex and, therefore, we consider this
method m¢_respeculative and difficult.

For either possibility of generating a large amplitude beam, the step size of the
displacement of the beam is an issue. This translates into an effective septum width for
crystal extraction, as defined by the misalignment angle between the physical surface of the
crystal and the crystallographicplanes between which the channeling takes place, and the
length of the crystal. This has been of some concern but recent results indicate that the
fabrication of crystals with small misalignments is feasible. Effective septum widths
smaller than a micron do not seem to be unreasonable. Furthermore, the extraction
geometry proposed in II.C circumvents this problem altogether, since the crystallographic
planes are parallel to the displacementsdue to dispersion.
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Finally, we would expect dispersion suppressionsystems to be employed in the utility
straights as suggested in the conceptual design study24. This clearly impliesthe need for a
dispersion cancellation mechanism in the lattice design in the utility straight sections which
might be modified to be useful for a crystal extraction system. Making quantitative
estimates for the crystal channeling extraction system is complicated by uncertainties in
the SSC lattice which is still under design and in which the behavior of the large amplitude
orbits is just becoming understood. Conversely, this situation provides an opportunity to
build enough flexibility into the system to accommodate the crystal channeling needs.
Techniques for beam cleanup (which are presently being suggested for the utility straight
sections) will have to be developed, therefore the behavior of the large amplitude portion of
the circulatingbeams must be understoodin these sections whether or not a portion of the
beam is extracted for the SIT.

II.C The SFT Extraction System

Although the relationship between the lattice and the extractionsystem is in an early
stage of'development, we are able to configure a possible system for extraction. The
preliminary layout of the design of the SFT extraction system and external beam transport
are shown in shown Figs. 2 and 3. The extractionof the 20 TeV beam is initiated in the East
utilitystraight section of the SSC, just south of the East Campus. In Fig. 3c, we show the 3
cm silicon channeling crystal positioned in the bend plane of the counterclockwise
circulating proton beam. This crystal must be adjustable remotely so that its crystal axis
can be aligned with respect to the circulating proton beam and so that its transverse
positioningcan be varied. The crystal (nominally3 mm by 3 mm in transverse size and 3
cm long) is bent so as to supply an effective 100 I.Lradvertical deflection to the portion of
the beam which intercepts the crystal and is channeled. The dispersive section mentioned
above is designed so that 1.5x10e protons per second are directed into the crystal, with
85% of this flux eventually channeled (taking into account multiple passes), leading to 1.3
xl0 e protons/sec deflected into a Lambertsonchannel.

Approximately 200 meters downstream of the crystal is the second element of the
Lambertson dogleg, schematicallyshownin Fig. 3. The portion of the beam'deflected by the
crystal is separated by 20 mm at this point from the circulating beam and passes through
the field free region in a set of 16 Lambertson magnets, while the circulating beam is bent
by 1.4 mrad back into the ring. After traversing the Lambertson magnet system, the
channeled 1.3x10e protons pass into the external beam transport.

II.D The SFT Beam Transport

The least innovative feature of the SFT is the proton beam transport from the
extraction region to the SFT spectrometer.A possible configuration is shown schematically
in Fig. 2. As shown, the transport consistsmainly of a safety bend of 4 mrad which deflects
the e_tracted beam away from the machine into the _FT. A reverse 4 mrad bend is needed
just before the SIT to keep the muon vector from the dumped beam pointed at the M9
monitor hole (see Fig. 1). In addition to the dipoles, a number of targeting quadrupoles will
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be needed to focus at the silicon microvertex detector/target. Presumably the magnets for
this beam can be culls from the SSC magnet production program since high dipole field
quality is not a criterion in this external beam line. Accordingly these magnets are not
costed in Sec:,ionVI. The total length of the beam transport from the crystaI extraction point
to the silicon microvertex target of the SIT is approximately 3000 meters.

II.E The SFT Experimental Area

The Super Fi;_ed Target Experimental area is positioned approximately 100 meters
from the SSC tunnel (as shown in Fig. 2) and is approximately 200 feet undergroundat the
level of the 3SC beam. The horizontaldisplacementof the area from the beam is adequateto
avoid the muon halos associated with the circulatingbeams. ":'heenclosure required for the
SIT spectrometer is 100 meters in length and 20 meters wide. The overhead clearance
needed for equipment movement is 10 meters and the beam is 5 meters above the floor.
Access is providedto this area via a displaced drop hatch some 20 meters to the east of the
upstream end of the hall. The SIT spectrometer as shown in Fig. 4 will fit in the
experimental hall with some space reserved for a work area at the 200 ft. level.

Personnel access to the experimental area while the collider is operating is desirable.
Estimated radiation levels are low enough to permit access, provided the crystal extracted
20 TeV beam is properly interlocked. Beam stops and removal of the crystal are possible
requirements for access.

The plan for the East Campus footprint is shown in Fig. 1. The East Campus, as
presently envisioned, is large enough to accommodate the SFT experimental hall within its
above ground boundaries (solid lines) without further acquisition of surface area. The
profile of the undergroundacquisition (clotted lines) is adequate to contain the muon vector
from the extracted proton beam.
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III. Th9 Sp.0er Fixed Taroet Beauty SogctrQrrtQter (SFT_

The very important experimental advantages that an SSC fixed target configuration
offers must be capitalized on by the design of the SF'r spectrometer. The SFT spectrometer
(Fig. 4) is aimed at taking advantage of the following:

1. Long B decay lengthsto make direct observationsof the B's and to facilitate
better tagging.

2. High momentumof the B's and their decay products in the design of the silicon
microvertex detector to make higher resolutionmeasurements of the
secondary vertices.

3. High momentum of the B's to'design efficient, relatively simple triggers
wflich can collectdata samples rich in B evenls.

4. Limited solid angle coverage required to capture ali B decay products from
both B's in a significantfraction of the events.

A significant feature of the plan for implementing the design of this spectrometer is
the existence of the ongoingfixed target program of heavy flavor physics at Fermilab. The
similarityof tlle technical challenges in the Fermilab program to those that must be faced at
an SSC Fixed Target Beauty Facility insures that most of the serious issues have already
been or will soon be addrQssed in real and, (because of the much lower cross sections at
Fermilab energies), more difficult experiments. For example, the requirements of dealing
with the 16.7 ns separation of protonbunches at the SSC is being addressed in a numberof
Fermilab experiments which have to handle the 18.7 ns bunch structure. A second example
is the ongoing work in several experiments with interaction rates of 10_'/s.

A second significantfeature of the SSC fixed target configuration is the relatively low
cost (as detailed in Section VI) of a 20 TeV fixed target spectrometeradequate to address the
full range of B physics issues as compared to a collider detector. Even ignoring relative
costs, collider detectors may not be able to address the B physics issues as well as the fixed
target spectrometer because of the technical difficulties.

needAeclthird significant feature of the SFT is the relatively small advance in technologyto implement the SFT detector. Indeed, existingtechnologies available in 1990 are
almost sufficient to construct the SFT as outlined below. While this spectrometer would
quite naturally be assembled using the most up to da_:etechnology _ailable at the time of
constructionof the various components, a very respectable facsimile of it could be prepared
with present clay technology Any additional tecjhnical developments required can be
immediately checked in the Fermilab fixed target experiments.

The original model for the SFT spectrometer was deve!oped in August, 1989 at the
Breckenridge meeting5. This "ideal" fixed target hadron beam spectrometer incorporated
some of the best features of many of the "open geometry" fixed target spectrometers
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presently operating at Fermilab. Ideas from that meeting have been developed further at
the 20 TeV Fixed Target Beauty Facility Workshop at Fermilab in November of 1989 and in
other meetings. The resulting spectrometer ideas have been incorporated in the SFT
spectrometerwhich we describe below. Several of the choices of technologieshave been left
open, in anticipation that the results of the next two runs of the Fermilab program and the
generic and subsystem R&D program initiatedby the SSC will !ndicate the best options.

As shown in Fig. 4, the SFT spectrometer is 70 meters long and I0 meters wide at its
downstream end. The various components of the SFT include two large analysis magnets, a
silicon microvertex detector, several stations of PWC wire and pad chambers, a RICH
detector, an electromagneticdetector and a muon detector. Optional items under discussion
but not shown in Fig. 4 are a 60 kG microvertex detector magnet which is under study for
Bu tagging, and the use. of silicon planes dis'r,:ributedalong the beam to help extend the
coverage to smaller angles. The following sections describe schematically these individual
components.

U.I,._ Analysis Maanets and Maanetic Field Configuration

The SFT has two large aperture analysis magnets as shown in Fig. 4. The present
design of the SFT calls for these magnets to be run with equal and opposite polarities to
preserve initial angles in both bend and non-bend planes, simplifying trigger strategies and
with the intent of minimizing, the spectrometer transverse size. Momentum resolution
comparable to present Fermilab fixed target spectrometers has been achieved in the SFT by
increasing the overall length of the spectrometer, rather than by increasingthe J'B,<:IIof the
magnet system or attempting to achieveexceptionalchamber resolutions. We take advantage
of the SFT silicon microvertex detector, which allows very precise front track
measurements, to shorten the upstream section of the spectrometer and, thereby, minimize
magnet apertures.

Lengtheningthe SFT spectrometerto obtain good momentumresolutionon high energy
tracks for 20 TeV interactions does not appreciably increase the size of the various SFT
spectrometerelements relative to those of present day Fermilab fixed target spectrometers,
since the average angle of the Lorentz boosted secondaries decreases by approximately 1/3
in going from Fermilab fixed target energies to the SSC fixed target energies. The
percentage of events from various B decay modes (such as B_Dev, B_K_, B-.,J/'t_K--,_IJ.K,
B.-,J/_I, K_--,tJ.p.K_,etc) in which ali the secondaries from one of the B's are in a 3->75
mrad cone is 70%. The fraction for which ali secondaries from both B's are in the 3->75
mrad cone is 45%. So one can see that the solidangle coverage need not be large to capture
large fractions of ali B decays, a critical consideration in minimizingcost.

The spectrometer magnet placements, at 11 and _2 meters from lhe target
respectively, are provisionallychosen to obtain good momentum resolutionand acceptance.
The Pt kick of both magnets is chosen to be 1 GeV/c, which will achieve 20-30 MeV/c2 mass
resolution for the reconstructedB. Positioningthe magnets at these locations dictates the
aperIures to be 1.8 meters vertical x 2.0 meters horizontal for Ml, and 3.3 meters
vertical x 3.5 meters horizontal for M2. The physical length of each magnet is 2.25
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meters, and we require an .j"B.dl=33.33 kG-m.

We have investigated superconductingand conventional versions of M1 and M2 which
satisfy our requirements. The parameters of these magnets are given in Table II below:

Table II

SFT
Conventionaland Superconducting

AnalysisMagnetComparison

M1 M2

Conventional _ Conventional
Iron Jib.si t .0xl 0 6 4.5xl 0 s 2.3xl 06 1.4xl 06
Conductor[Ibs] 3.0xl 0 s 1.4xl 0'_ 7.8x105 2.8xl 04
Cryostat [Ibs] -. 2.0x104 - 3.0x104
Total [Ibs] 1.3xl 0 6 4.8xl 05 '3.1xl06 1.5xl 0 s

Power [MW] 1.0 0 2.7 0
Stored Energy [MJ] 7.3 7.3 23.3 23.3
NI [Amp turns] 2.1x10 s 2.1x10 s 4.0x106 4.0x106
I [Amps] 5000 5000 5000 5000
Turns 420 420 800 800
Conductor Len [ft] 2.0xl 0 4 1.6xl 04 5,2x104 4.5xl 04

IronCost $ 400K $ 180K $ 920K $ 560K
Conductor $ 600K $ 80K $1600K $ 230K
Labor $ 150K $ 200K $ 370K $ 400K
Fixtures = 60K $ 50K $ 120K $ 100K
Cryostat - _ $ ..... $ 800K
Total Cost $1 21 OK $1010K $,3010K $2090K

The preliminary costs in Table II would point to a choice of the superconducting option for
both magnets, except for the availability to the SFT collaboration of low cost convention,_l
magnet production facilities at JINR, Dubna.

III.B Microvertex p_tector

The configuration of the SFT microvertex detector is similar to the planar silicon
rnicrovertexdetectors in operation in several Fermilab fixed target experiments. The SFT
microvertex detector will be operated as a semi-live target, with a combination of Be foils
and the silicon planes providing the target material for the 20 TeV protonbeam. As shown
schematically in Fig. 8, the initial "target section" of the SF'r" microvertex detector consists
of 30 planes of 5 cmx 5 cm, 200 micron double sided silicon detectors25, spaced 6 mm
apart, with thirty 850 micron Be foils attached to each plane to increase the interaction
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length of each target station. The target region of the detector, therefore, has a total
thic_ness of 7.6% of a nuclear interaction length and 13.6% of a radiation length. The
silicon measurernent planes in the target section will have strip widths of 25 microns.
Because of the _,_ryhigh momentum of the B's (<pB>=445 GeV/c), the B decay products have
a large momentum, making multiple scattering in the SFT microvertex detector negligible.
Even u_ing a 25 micron pitch, the contribution to measurement error due to strip width
completely dominates the track error. In contrast, at TeV II a 25 micron strip pitch
contributes only one half of the error in the slopes and intercepts of reconstructed tracks.
The optiof_ of smaller strip size is being considered.

The target region silicon planes will be distributed over a length of 18 cm (one
measurement plane approximately every 6 mm). The spacing of the first set of planes is
minimized to capitalize on the unique (to the SI=T) experimental opportunity of directly
observing the B tracks. An B in the SFT with average decay length (9.5 cre) will pass
through approximately 15 planes before decaying, taking into account that it will be
produced half way, on average, through the target section of the SFT microvertex detector.
Simply counting planes would result in a time resolution of approximately 0.1 picosecond
for an event with a clear B track.

The "tracking section" downstream of the target region of the microvertex detector
will contain 30 additional 200 micron double sided measurement planes distributed over
1.2 meters (one every 4 cre). The second group of silicon detectors is positioned in this
extended configurationto provide more lever arm for the measurement of secondarieSand to
collect more D decays. Because of the very long decay lengths of the B's and D's, it is not
unusual to observe D decays an appreciable fractionof a meter downstream of the production
target (see Fig. 5 for a typical event). The downstream tracking section is 1.3% of an
interaction length and 6.4% X0, leading to a total microvertexdetector thickness of 8.9% of
an interaction length and 20% of a radiation length. The double sided planes will be 10 cm x
10 cm and have 50 micron pitch. A few additional pixel planes (200 micron by 200 micron
pixel size) may be distributed in the upstream segment to help pattern recognition,
provided smart electronics26 is available to minimize the readout cost of such devices. In
both the upstream and downstream sections of the silicon microvertex detector, equal
numbers of double sided x/y planes are arranged with 0 °, 300 , and 600 orientations of
the x strips with respect to the vertical.

Upstream Segment: 5x5 cm2 double sided planes/ 25 micron pitch (30) 1.2x105
Downstream Segment: 10x10 cm2 double sided planes/ 50 micron pitch (30)
Total channel count 2.4 x 105

_'

For estimatingthe cost and number of channels, we ignore the pixel planes until more
informationcan be determined about the cost and style of the readout. The transverse size of
the active area of the silicon detector sectionsis chosen to provide both adequate acceptance
for B decay products and to minimize radiationdamage. The two extremes, a focussed beam
with radius 1 mm or a defocused beam with radius set to match the size and acceptance of the
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silicon detector, have been considered for the 20 TeV proton beam. We must either defocus
the beam, or operate with a pencilbeam and periodically move the detector to spread over a
larger area the radiation damage from both the incidentprotons and the secondaries. The
i_mit for radiation damage is taken to be approximately 10_4 protons/cre2 from the test of
M. Nakamura et al27. This level of reversible damage is anticipatedto lead to 20% increase
in leakage current and a correspondingdegradation in the ratio of averar_esignal tc, noise in
the detector for minimum ionizing particles. Since the silicon mtcrovertex detector
presents 7.57% (target region) and 1.31% (tracking region) of an interaction length to the
incidentbeam, the choice of 10_'interactionsper second in the target section as an operating
point leads to an incident beam intensityof 1.3x10e protons per second passing through the
target. In addition to the radiationdamage due to the proton beam, the approximately 20
charged secondaries per interaction contribute to the overall radiation damage an amount
roughlyequal to that caused by the incident beam. In one year of operation we expect the
radiation exposure to be approximately 2x10 t4 protonstcm2,

The expected performance of the microvertexdetector has been evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations which include random noise, multiple scattering, gamma conversion, delta
ray production and secondary interactions. The track reconstructionefficiency ts estimated
to be 95%, The resolutionson the found tracks produce vertex resolution in the transverse
plane of _ = 1.2 microns and in the longitudinal plane of o' =600 microns. The tracks
themselves are well determined, with x and e x residuals of 4.4 microns and 30 brad
respectively. If the criterion for well resolved vertices is set at the 5_ level (le a

" separation of primary and secondary vertices of 6 microns in the transverse direction and
6mm in the longitudinal direction), the losses of B's due to confusion of primary and
secondary vertices can be minimized. We estimate that over 90% of the B's will survive ali
vertex cuts.

Readout electronics capable of handling 18.7 ns bucket structure have already been
developed at Fermilab2e. ASIC technologyhas been used to produce a fast amplifier chip
which can operate at high rates and extract the charge from the silicon strips in less than
30 ns. The preliminary result_ from Fermilab experiment E7"71in an 800 GeV/c extracted
protonbeam indicate a signal durationof under 20 ns with very little noise. The design goal
of 20,000 electrons per minimum ionizing particle with 2000 electrons (RMS) of noise
has been met on the bench, and the first results under real world beam conditions are
encouraging. In addition, a pipelined readout system implemented in FASTBUS is under
constructionand will be completed in the near future. The task for the future R&D isto see
if this system, adequate for the SSC, but constructed with 1980's technology, can be more
cheaply constructed for the much larger number of channels required for the SF-I" live
target. Without assuming major decreases in the cost of connectors, cables, boards, and
solid state components, it is difficult to anticipate reduction factors of greater than three in
the the cost per channel of such a system. Using the real costs of the Fermilab project
(approximately $50 per channel for the complete readout chain), we estimate
approximately $20 per channel for the equivalent system in 1998, leading to a total cost of
approximately $5200K for the electronics. The total cost of the SFT silicon vertex detector
is given in section VI.
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!11,(_ Ch_l,raed Particle Trackino System

Since the SFT will operate at rates up to 10r interactions per seco.nd,and since it is
important for complete solid angle coverage to operate as close to the beam as possible, the
trackingsystem has been tailored to correspond to the portion of the solid angle covered. In
regions close to the beam, coverage is provided by 6 sets of small wire spachlg PWC
Chambers(1 mm, 1mm, 2mm, 2mm, 3mm and 3mm respectively) labeled in Fig. 4 as
bl->b6 chambers distributedalong the beam. The b chambers are desensitized in the beam
region (cr=2.25 cre) and cover out to 20 mrad. In the large angle regions beyond 20 mrad,
four sets of straw tube chambers (labeled in Fig, 4 as the c1->c4 chambers) of various
radii (4mm, 8mm, 8mm and 16mm respectively) will provide coverage. The c chambers
are desensitizedin the aruas covered by the smallerb chambers. Fast TDC's will be used on
the straw tube chambers while a latch systemwill _ used with the small gap PWC's.

The primary device for measurement of tracks in the portion of the spectrometer
upstream of M1 is the silicondetector. The purpose of !he wire chamber planes (bl, b2 and
cl) upstreamof the M1 analysis magnet is for measurement of K°s and A o decays. The b3,
b4 and c2 chamber sets provide measurements of tracks in the region between the analysis
magnets, while bS, b61 c3 and c4 measure the tracks in the section of the spectrometer
downstream of M2. Each of the chamber sets bl.>b6 and c1->c4 is composed of 8 triplets
of 3 planes (x,y and 16.70 orientation of the sense wires). The total channel count i3 84K
for the straw tube chambers and 55K for the PWC's.

In addition to the small gap wire chambers and the straw tube chambers, pad planes
are planned for the region downstreamof the M2 magnet. These chambers, labeled as p in
Fig. 4, will participate in the tdgger for the SFT as discussed in Section III.G. The total pad
count for these chambers is 24K. The cost of the total system is estimated to be $3165K.
Details of this costing are given in Section VI.

!.II,D _tK/oroton Identification System

The strategies for particle identificationat the SSC separate into two classes based on
the physics topics to be addressed. While searches for new heavy mass particles appear to
benefit from simply separating leptons from hadrons, rJK/p separation is crucial for high
statistics studies of B physics. The gradual development and even employment of ring
imaging Cerenkov counters (RICH) in some experiments (Fermilab E665, for example)
point to this as the most complete solution to the problem of _K/p identification for the
SFT. The placement of the RICH in the SFT spectrometer is indicatedin Fig. 4.

A schematicof the SFT RICH is shownin Fig. 9a. The radiatorvessel is rectangular,of
length 16 meters along the beam direction and having a cross section of 8 m in the
horizontal and 6 m in the vertical direction in order to accept low momentum (down to 16
GeV/c) trajectories out to 75 mrad. Two large (3.5 m x 5.7 m) segmented mirrors located
on the downstream wall of the vessel are tipped slightly to focus ril'_g images onto
photodetectors (described below) located outside the experiment aperture, as indicated in
Fig. 9a. Beam particles are isolated from the radiator gas by a 2.5 cm radius thin walled
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plastic pipe through the ,_enterof the vessel. Thus we avoid producing uninteresting rings
while retaining a large fraction of the forward rapidity range. Due to the small angular
range of the particle trajectories, paraboloid mirror segments may be preferable to
spherical segments; however, spherical mirrors will be assumed for the remainder of this
discussion.

The operating conditionsat the SSC pose challengingconditionson the photodetector
component of a RICH. Large interaction rates (>10_/s) in the SFT demand a small
dispersion in photoelectron collection tim_s. In addition, a large momentum range for the B
decay products (from several GeV/c to >150 GeV/c) is anticipated, so use of a high threshold
radiator may be necessary. To demonstrate the required range of coverage, Fig. 10 shows
the momentum distributionof _'s and K's coming from D's in the decay of B..-,D e _. Since
the production rate of Cerenkov photons as _1 varies quadratically with 1/_'threshold, one
requires the most efficient photodetector possible for the high momentum particles.

A solution to these two requirements for the SFT is the recently available technology
of lmulti-anode photomuttlplier t_,bes. The relative simplicity of operation, the reliability,
and the speed of response offered by photomultipliertubes is an attractive alternative to the
well known difficultiesin the operation of wire chambers filled with TEA or TMAE laden gas
mixtures. In contrast to a TMAE gaseous photodetector, the PMT has a very low (=2 ns)
dispersion in photoelectroncollection time without the need for elevated temperatures and
low pressure 29,30,_ _. Alternatively, while TEA may provide an adequately low time
dispersion, it is sensitive to photons only in the vacuum ultraviolet region above
7.SeV 32,_3. At these energies the performance of optical components deteriorate rapidly and
small amounts (200 ppb) of oxygen contamination in the radiator gas become a severe
problem 34. Since the PMT is sensitive to lower energy Cerenkov photons (2-6 eV) it is
much more tolerantof these effects.

A multi-anode photomultiplier will need anode pixel sizes of order a few mmz to
provide position resolution comparable to that of the alternative photosensitive gas-filled
wire chamber equipped with pad readout. Of course, the actual pixel size necessary depends
on other factors such as mirror focal length, radiator threshold, momentum range, etc.
Resolution finer than the pixet size is possible if the signal is shared among several pixels
by analog or digital interpolation methods. The tube envelope is planned to be either
hexagonal or square to reduce geometrical inefficiencies_hen stacking in an array (see Fig.
9b). For a similar reason the sensitive cathode area should be a large (>50%)fraction of
the total area of the envelope face. An example of a tube which is almost suitable for tt_is
application is the Hamamatsu R2489, shown schematically in Fig. 9c. This photomultiplier
has a 7.6 cm square envelope with a sensitive cathode area (6x6 cm2) covering 62% of the
front window area. Although the coarse pixel size of 1.9 cm is larger than desirable,
discussionswith Hamamatsu indicate that an anode pixet size as small as 2.5 mm squarecan
be achieved in this tube. Further issues under investigationinclude the efficacy of different
amplification structures, e.g. mesh dynodes, crossed wire dynodes, Venetian blind dynodes,
microchannel plates, etc, for single photoelectron detection.

An example of how an array of tubes similar to the R2489 might appear in a RICH
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photodetector is shown in Fig. 9b. The 7.6 cm square tubes are arrayed at 8 cm pitch to
allow for electrostatic and/or magnetic shielding if necessary. The squares in Fig. 9b
represent the sensitive area of individual 6 cmx 6 cm photocathodes. An example of
relatively fine anode segmentation (8 X 8 pixel array) is indicated In the upper left hand
corner PMT. Superimposed on the array are the detected photons produced by a 40 GeV/c
pion (_'-280) traversing a 12 m long path in neon gas (3'threshold,.-86). Ne is chosen for
its relatively high threshold and low chromatic dispersion3s which may be desirable due to
the PM'I"s large bandwidth. Scintillation photons in Neon are expected to contribute
negligible (<l/track). background due to the sm;aUangular acceptance of the optical system.
The radiated photons are focused onto the array by a 12 m focal length spherical, mirror.
The percentage of sensitive area for this photomultiplier array is 56%.

In such a photomultiplier tube array, the gaps between photocathodes are tolerable.
We have simulatedthe SFT RICH photodetector,taking tnto account geometric losses as well
as the statistical generation of photons. For each value of particle b', Cerenkov rings are
centered randomlyover a f!ducial region of the array. The number of photons generated for
each ring is given by

N_. = c_/h"-c " L.rltld " sin2(ec) " ._E

These photons are distributed randomly over Ilhe ring and are detected by an intercepting
photocathodewith probabilityequal to an energy averaged quantum efficiency of a bialkalai
photocathode (10%) over _ photon energy band ._E - 4 eV (assuminga UV enhanced glass
window).

The expected average numberof detected photons,Npe, is given by

Npe=N_,'(lq/kE)" SQRT dE " _.

where O is the quantum efficiency, RT is the product of reflection and transmission
coefficients of the optical components and _ is a product of other detector efficiencies. For
example, the packing fraction of the PMT tubes in the array of Fig. 9b contributes a factor of
0.56 to _. In the above simulation RT=I, which is approximately true (within 10%) for
near visible photons and reasonablequality optics.

A useful figure of merit when comparing different detectors is the quantity N0, given
theoretically by

NO= (cx/hc) " J"QRT dE ° E

Experimentally it is calculable through its relation to Npe by

<Npe> = NoLrad sin2ec

In Fig. 11 the solid lines indicate the expected fraction of Cerenkov rings which are
"identified" by the PMT array by requiring more than 5, 8, or 10 detected photon hits per
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ring plotted as a function of the _ of the radia,_ng particle. For comparison the predicted
ring detection efficiency for a gaseous photodetector using TEA Is shown as the dashed curves
in Flg. 11. The value of the quality factor No=35 for the TEA detector is taken from the
results of a E665 RICH prototype reported In ref. 36, while the value No=87 given for the
PMT is only for comparison purposes, lt is calculated by assuming that 0.56 of the total area
is sensitive and that the tube has an average quantum efficiency of 10% over a bandwidth of
4 eV.

In addition to detecting a Cerenkov dng, the photodetector must be able to measure its
radius with sufficient precision to distinguish between different particle types, e.g. _K in
the context of B physics. In most cases photodetector position resolution dominates the
error in radius determination 37. Thus, the pixel size of the photodetector determines, in a
large part, the maximum momentum at which different particle rings may be distinguished.
We can examine each of the con#lbutions to errors in the determination of ring radius by
remembering that the error in the = light Cerenkov angle is given by

(/ke_) 2 =(/keChromatlc) 2 + (/k e Geometric) 2 + (s/,JT'2"f) 2

where /kechromati c is the error due to chromatic dispersion in the radiator gas,
/keGeometri c is the error due to aberrations, taken to be 0.01 * e=, and S/.v/T2"f is th_
error resulting from the angular granularity due to pixel size s and focal length f. A
smaller error for this last term might be realized by interpolation methods rather ttlan
simple digital registration of the photon (pixel) position.-.......At a given momentum,

ntr = (en-e K )/,,/(L_e2_/Npe)

is the numberof standard deviations in e_ separating 7:and K rings, lt is a measure of the
probability for incorrectly identifying a 7tas a K. Once n_, b'threshold of the radiator gas,
the photodetector' bandwidth, and the focal length are specified, the pixel size for _JK
discrimination at n_ is given by

s = ,/T'2" f° {Npe'[(e=-eK)/n_.]2-/ke2= - &e2K} °'5

Assuming digital registration of the photon hits, Fig. 12 shows the pixel size
corresponding to 2_ discrimination between = and K rings for the PMT detector as a
function of particle momentum. For comparison, the pixel size needed by a pad readout wire
chamber using TEA is also given in Fig. 12 by the dashed curve. The value used for NDe is
not the mean number of detected photons but rather the minimum number which can be
expected with 90% confidence for each detector. The chromatic dispersion term,
AeChromati c, depends on photodetector bandwidth, lt is taken to be either 23 brad or 64
p.radfor Ne radiator gas used with TEA or PMT detectors, respectively_7. With a pixel size
of 7.5 mm, 2c' _K discriminationup to about 250 GeV/c is expected with the PMT. A wire
chamber with pad readout using TEA would need a pad size of about 2 mm for similar
performance.
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To first order the size of the PMT array is given by the product of mirror focal length
and the spread in track polar angles. In this approximation the size of each photomuitiplier
array is 90 crn in the horizontal and 180 cm in the vertical. Each array is covered by 240
PM'Ps similar to the R2489. With a pixel size of 7.5 cre, each multi-anode PMT would have
64 pixels. Thus the total channel count for the RICH is 480 PMT's with 31K pixels. We
will assume one readout channel per pixel for the purposes of a cost estimate, although other
t,',chniques,such as delay line interpolation,charge division, etc., will be investigated as a
means of reducing the numberof readoutchannels.

In the SIT detector the deployment of a PMT array along a RICH mirror focal surface
may be complicated by other considerations, such as background to other detector
components generated in the material of the PMT array, or backgrounds to the detection of
the Cerenkov photons caused by false signals generated by photons or charged particles
passing through the tube array. In general, these are much more tractable in a fixed target
configuration than in a collider experiment, especially since we plan to "hide" the tube
array behind the steel of the analysis magnets. In spite of the relative ease of avoidingthese
problems, we ptan to investigate light collection methods whe:'e the imaged photons' are
conducted over several meters of optical fiber bundles to a remotely located PMT array.

Finally, the manufacturabilit'_ and long term stability of large mirrors produced on
low mass substrates such as polvcarbonate will be studied before committing to a mirror
construction technique. We hope to minimize mirror mass which, through secondary
interactions, is a minor, source of background high Pt particles for otller detector
components. In any case there seems to be no problem with generating the necessary quality
mirrors for the RICH by more conventionaltechniques, such the usual glass substrate.

In summary, it seems that Cerenkov photon detection employing an array of
multi-anode photomuitiplier tubes can provide performance comparable to that of the
conventionalgas filled wire chamber photodetectors. Furthermore, this performance can be
obtained without the environmental difficulties associated with TMAE or the VUV losses
associated with TEA. For this reason and for the speed of response the PMT is, at the
moment, the preferred technique for the SIT RICH photodetector.

I.JJ,E_Ele_tromaaneti¢ Calorimeter

The large phase space available to the decay of B hadrons favors high-multiplicity
final states resulting in a high probability of one or more photons in the final state. The
average photon multiplicityin a B decay is approximately five, with few exclusive channels
not having photon decay products. Furthermore, the daughter D"°, D"+, and D's decay
almost entirely into electromagnetic final states. Hence, while B's that decay into
electromagnetic final states are difficult to reconstruct because of the combinatorial _
problems of assigningthe photons to a secondary vertex, they cannot be ignored. Even for
B.--,J/'t.' + X decays, which have a particularly favorable ratio of ali charged to mixed charge
and electromagnetic decay products (roughly 50%), at least half of ali decays contain a _°.
For generic types of B decay the ratio is much greater. Hence the ability to reconstruct
electromagnetic final states can vastly increase the number of reconstructableB events. In
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addition, good electron identification is needed for various aspects of B physics. Therefore,
good electromagnetic calorimetry is impo_ant. (However, it is _ot as important to have
hadron calorimetry si;_ce the SIT spectrometer is predicated on reconstructing every
charged track in so far as that is possible.)

The criteria for the calorimeter are demanding, particularly for the forward
elements near the protonbeam. The SF3"calorimeter must, first and foremost, be fast, since
we plan to o_erate at rates exceeding 101 interactionsper second, lt must also have good
energy resolution and position resolution, lt should also have good resolving t_ower for
closely spaced photons for identificationof =°'s. And the EM detector must survive for years
subjected to high levels of radiation (Fig. 13). Although these criteria severely limit
suitable technologies, there are several promisingavenues of approach to the design of the
electromagnetic detector. These include lead-fluoride, silicon, and scintillating fiber
calorimetry (SCIF1). At this time we are not committed to any particular technology, but
for purposes of this Expressionof Interest, we detail the scintillating fi_..=roption. Besides
the _lualities outlined above, SCIFI calorimetry has two other favorable features: it
facilitates simple transverse segmentation, and it is inexpensive, lt does not lend itself
easily t() longitudinalse0mentation; hence we are consideringthe addition of a preradiator.

The EM detector is situated about 40 m from the target. As shown in Fig. 13, the
calorimeter approximates _ circular acceptance with octagonal geometry, lt is 5.4 m in
width and height and covers an area of 24.9 m2. lt is divided into three sections: inner,
middle, and outer calorimeters, each having different I_teral granularity in order to achieve
uniform segmentation in rapidity. The entire array is composed of two sizes of
lead/scintillating fiber modules: a 5.00 x 5.00 cm2 size for the inner calorimeter, and a
10.0 x 10.0 cm2 size for the middle and outer calorimeters. The total number of modules
is 2,752. Each module is subdivided into multiple cell=, the modules in inner and middle
calorimeters being composed of 16 cells, and the modules in the outer calorimeter of 4 cells.
The cells are square in c,'oss section and have sizes: 1.25 x 1.25 cm2, 2.50 x 2.50 cm_,
and 5.00 x 5.00 cm2. Table III.A gives the channel count f_, each section. Althoughwe have
chosGn a design which incorporates SCIFI calorimetry throughout the entire array, it is
clear that the performance requirements are less severe as the radial distance from the
beam increases. Hence a calorimeter using two different technologies, one appropriate for
the inner high rate environment requiring high granularity, and the other for the much less
severeouter calorimeter environment requiring less granularity, is under consideration.

Table III.A
SFT ElectromagneticCalorimeterElements

Section Area (m2) Cell Size (cre2) Channels Phototubes Modules
Inner 0.86 1.25 x 1.25 5,504 344 344
Middl_ 4.04 2.50 x 2.50 6,464 404 404
Outer 20.04 5.00 x 5.00 8,016 8,016 2,004
Total: 24.94 19,984 8,764 2,752
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Table III.B gives the parameters of the lead/fiber matrix for the smaller SCIFI
module. The larger module differs only in size. Lead has been chosen as the radiator
material b¢',",auseit is cheap, easy to machine, allows a module with a short radiation length
(0.91 cre) and Motibre radius and a relatively long interaction length. We are considering
using a less dense material for the outer calorimeter where the lateral shower size and the
cell size _re poorly matched. Each module is a square matrix of 1 mm diameter fibers
embedded in le_;d. The fraction of fiber to lead (packing fraction) is approximately half
(0.52). Each module is 30 radiation lengths and 1.11 interaction lengths in length. The
packing fraction of 0.52 would give an energy resolution of about o(E)/E - 9%/qE. We
expect a 2% constant term added to this. A larger packing fraction would give a better
energy resolution, but would increase the Molibre radius. For a central impact on an inner
calorimeter cell, r,bout 65% of the total energy would be contained within that cell.

Table IlI.B
SCIF1Small Module Parameters

Size: 5.00 x 5.00 x 27.3 cm3
Packing fraction(byvolume): 0.07 glue : 0.32 fiber : 0.61 Pb

_ Mass: 4,951 g
Radiationlength: 0.91 cm (30.0 total)
Interactionlength: 24.6 cm (1.11 total)
Channel diameter: 1.10 mm
Distancebetweenfiber centers: 1.56 mm
Fiber diameter: 1.0 mm
Total numberof fibers: 1,024 (32 x 32)
Total fiber length: 27,955 cm

Several different techniques of construction of the modules are being explored.
Casting appears to be impossible to accomplish in a reliable manner. The alternative is to
fabricate the modules by rolling PbCaSn (0.065% Ca and 0.5% Sn) alloy she,ets and either
gluing or soldering them together. This method has been used successfully in the
construction of large scintillating ftoer calorimeters 38'_9. Several firms that have
experience in rolling lead sheets have made prototypes for us4°. The mass of the entire
calorimeter is estimated to be approximately 50,000 kg.

A schematic of what an inner calorimeter module might look like is shown in Fig. 14
The module has a clear plastic light mixer at the far end with an emoedded fiber to be used
for calibration purposes, lt is followed by the lead-fiber matrix, which has the light
readout system on the opposite end. The module is laterally subdivided into 16 cells. Each
cell is 1.25 x 1.25 cm2, providing excellent transverse segmentation. The light is brought
to a multi-anode photomultiplier by a light guide which serves to mix the light.

The choice of fiber depends on the section of the calorimeter. For the inner
calorimeter it is dictated by the requirement that ii survive 10 Mrad of electromagnetic
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radiation deposited in a year. At the present time research on radiation-hard scintillating
fibers is proceeding at a furious pace. The current leader in radiation hardness is 3HF
which appears to survive a dose of 10 Mrad4t. There are several manufacturerswho can
produce 3HF scintillating fibers in large quantities42. Excellent quality scintillating fiber
has also been manufactured at Fermilab for experiment E687 at a very modest price
($0,20/m) 43. We anticipate the availability of more radiation-hard fibers before the

' constructionof the SFT EM detector would start,but this is not required.

Crucial to this design is the performance of multi-anode photomultipliers. Although
such devices have been on the market for several years, they have not yet seen widespread
use in the high energy physics community. No current multi-anode photomultiplier has the
pixel size we wish, but discussions with representatives from Hamamatsu indicate that
existing multi.anode photomultipliers can be modified at a very moderate cost. The design
of an entirely new device would cost on the order of $125K, not an unreasonable amount.
We intend to procure and test several of the Hamamatsu R4089 multi.anode
photomultipliers, which are very similar to wi_at would be needed for the calorimeter
described here.

The approximate cost of each of the three types of SCIFI modules would be: $2450,
$2660, and $1260 respectively for the inner, middle and outer calorimeters. The prices
for most of the components are based on prototypingby the E771 collaboration. This cost is

. dominated by the price of the photomuitiplierand hence dramatically falls off as the cell size
increases, with a price per cre2 Xc., of: $3.30, $0.90, and $0.40 for the three different
modules. The total cost of the calorimeter has been estimated usingthese figures and a cost
of $30 per channel for additional electronics and $40 per module for calibration
monitoring. The grand total is $5156 K for the entire EM detector. This is a modest amount
for the size and performance of the detector.

Although there has been a recent explosion of interest in sc=ntillating fiber
calorimetry, almost ali of the research has involved hadronic calorimeters. Such
calorimeters have relatively poor electromagnutic energy resolution because of the small
packing fraction (0.25) needed for hadron shower compensation. For the design of the SFT
EM detector, we have increased the fraction of fiber to lead relative to that of hadronic
calorimeters to obtain better e!ectromagnetic energy resolution. However, because of the
large photonenergies at the SFT we expect to have to clealwith effects which heretofore have
been masked by the relatively poor resolution of the present SCIFI calorimeters. Such
systematic effects will show up in the constant term of the equation for the energy
resolution. At the present time, the SCIFI calorimeter designed for the JETSET
collaborationhas the best potential energy re_lution. However, it has been tested (and will
operate) at such low energies that the statistical error on the energy resolution dominates.
An importantobjective for us is to construct and operate SCI_'_prototypes at energies more
nearly thosewhich we must def.! wdh in the SI:T, addressingsome of the technologicalissues
pertinent to the use of scintillating fibers for calorimetry: lateral nonuniformity, fiber
inhomogeneiTy,linearity, rate effects, and hadron contamination. We plan to do this in a
real experimental configuration at Fermilab, where the radiation levels and interaction
rates will be remarkably like those expected at the SFT, as well as in more controlled
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situations.

Many of the issues concerned with reconstructing B events which decay into final
states involvingphotons have not yet been properly addressed. Although much study has
been done in this regard for B physics at e+e" colliders, little has been done concerning the
hadronic productionof B's. While the gamma multiplicitiesare daunting, the potential gain
is enormous. For example, the CLEO II collaboration anticipates an increase of 10 to 20 in
the number of reconstructed B mesons solely from their improved electromagnetic
calorimeter 44. The salient question we need to answer is exactly how much gain can one
obtain from measuring electromagnetic final states in a fixed target environment; Some
decay modes will clearly be easier than others. An example of this is given in Fig. 15 which
shows plots of the energy of photons vs. their distance from the proton beam at the face of
the calorimeter, for minimum bias events and photons from. events with a B --, K*_,. The
gammas from the B decay clearly stand out. We intend to undertake a systematicstudy of
what decay modes involvingphotons can be reconstructedgiven a model calodrnetersuch as
the one briefly outline,d above, and use the results to further refine the design of the
calorimeter. We stress here that while the physics goals outlined in this Expression of
Interest can be achieved without having electromagnetic calorimetry, its.potential for
increasing the number of B's deserves serious consideration.

III.F Muon Detector

As shown in Fig. 4, the SF3"muon detector begins at 47 meters and extends to 68
meters from the target. The steel shield is divided into three sections with the muon energy
loss of each of the three section al}proximately 10 GeV, 5 Gev and 4 GeV.(from upstream to
downstream). The cross section of the downstream shield is smaller in tranverse size than
the upstream ones such that larger angle tracks penetrate a steel thicknessof approximately
15 GeV compared to 19 GeV for smaller angle forward muons. The other feature of the muon
detector is the beam dump in which the 20 TeV proton beam is disposed. This dump is
embedded in the muon steel and is made t'i :_ftungsten or uranium, as availability dictates.
The general configurationof the dump is indi_,=Iedby the black shaded area in the Fig. 4.

Embedded in the steel are three planes of resistive plate counters (RPC's)45,'_6. The
RPC planes have dimensions 6.5m x 6.5m (42.25 m2), 7.5m x 7.5m (56.25 m;) and 8.0m
x 8.0m (64.0 m2) respectively. They operate in the streamer regime and are characterized
by large electric fields between parallel plates of high volume resistivity (10 lt ohms cn't)
and small (2 mm) gaps. A section of a plane is shown in Fig.16a. When ionizationoccurs,
because of the large fields, a streamer is created in a very short time (rise times of a few
ns) leading to excellent time resolution (<0.5 ns). Because of the high resistivity the
discharge is limited to a small area (10 mm2}, providing rate characteristics that make
them adequate even in the hottest area of the SF'F muon chamber at rates greater than 10z
interactions per second. The recovery time of the small area of the detector which
experiences the streamer is of order 10 ms. The rate dependence of these devices ,which has
been measured in tests done at CERN by the Pavia and Lecce groups4_, is shown in Fig. 16b.
The actual signal shape is shown in Fig. 16c. Devices similar to the ones that we plan to use
in the SFT muon detector have 95% efficiencies at 50 Hz/cre2, the highest rate expected
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anywhere in the SFT muondetector at 10_'inter'_ctionsper second.

The output of the RPC's cnmes from a pickup pad structure built into each module
This pad structure is projective in both x and y dimensions. To recover slight geometric
inefficienciesdue to clead regions at the edges of the pads, each plane is constructed of two
layers slightly shifted with respect to each other. The signals from the corresponding pads
in each layer are discriminated and then ORed to produce the final pad signal. These
chambers provide the input to the muon triggers as described in section IIhG. The basic
definition of a muon for the SFT is a triple coincidence of selected pads between the three
layers of the RPC's.

The exact configuration of the pads is a matter for further study as the trigger
algorithms are better defined, but a rough estimate of the number of pads per plane is
approximately 8K (times 2 to take into account two layers/plane). The total number of pads
is 48K. The electronic groupingof the pads for the trigger is set by the multiple scattering
in the shield.

lli.G SFT Trlaagr Strateales,,

Even with the considerable increase in the beaut:/ cro:;s section between present
Fermilab fixed target energies and the 20 TeV SF'T, the requirement for powerful triggers is
still important both to restrict the amount of data logged and to minimize the number of
events handled by the offline computing process. Fortunately,fixed target B production has
enough striking attributes to enable the construction of very selective triggers. The
relative ease of implementingtriggers is a essential difference between doing B physics in a
collider environment and doing B physics in a fixed target configuration.

The more prominent features of the B events that can be exploited for trigger
purposes are:

I. The presence of a high Pt lepton (from the semileptonicB decays).

2. The presence of a high mass lepton pair (from the B-..,J/_ decays or the doublo
semileptonicdecaysof the B and the B ).

3. The large total transverse energy and individual track transverse Pt.

4. The presence of secondaryvertices.

lt should be noted that all of the above conditions can be applied independently and,
therefore, lend themselves to the natural implementationof a multilevel trigger.

Triggering on the characteristic features of B events can be accomplished using
several different technologies in the various levels of the trigger process. Various trigger
schemes are under consideration. For purposes of definiteness, we outline below a
particular scheme which is based primarily on muon triggers at the first level, followed by
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track reconstruction at the second level. Other trigger _hemes will be examined but we
give thisas an example of the triggereffectivenessthat can be achieved, The performance of
the scheme is such that more than one out of every five to twenty events written to tape will
be a B event.

JlhG.1 SFT Muon Triaoer Scheme ,,

For some time muon triggers have been understood4,s,4e to be a powerful means of
selecting BB" events while rejecting ordinary hadronic interactions. The accumulation of
large data samples of important B decay modes can be accomplished by triggering on muons
from semimuonic B decays and from triggering on other more specific modes such as
B--,J/_ _IJ.P.. Triggering on semimuonic decays has the attractive feature that B's
accumulated in this manner are' "tagged* by the charge of the muon, thus giving some
information about the particle or antiparticle nature of the B.

The B-.,J/_.-.,p.tJ. events are relatively rare but very distinctive. Dimuons from
B_J/?_IJ# decays are one of the most striking manifestations of beauty production in
hadronic interactionsand serve as the most powerful method to separate beauty events from
the rest of the total cross section. The trigger strategyproposed here takes advantage of the
special attributes of B_J/_--*P.I_ decays to produce a trigger with a large rejection of
backgrounds, yielding an extremely favorable ratio of triggers to interactions.

In addition, the dimuons act as a starting point for the offline analysis, reducing the
amount of reconstruction that must be performed on each recorded event and enabling
excellent offline rejection of backgrounds since the observation of a J/_ from a secondary
vertex unambiguously insures that an event contains a BB pair. We also emphasize here
that B_J/'+' decays are amon'l the most interesting from the standpoint of searching for CP
violation in B decay. There are several decay modes (B...,J/ _ K°s, B-.,J/_ _+_',
B_J/'t,' ¢ for example) for which the final state is CP conjugate, making them the most
promisingavenue to measuring CP violation. This is discussed in more detail in Section IV.

The B.-.,_.+x semimuonic decays offer different challenges and opportunities. Two
features of the B.-.,_.+x semileptGnic decays are very different from the B_J/_' modes and
are very important. First, as pointed out above, the charge of the muon "tags" the decaying
B so that some knowledge is gained about its particle or antiparticle nature. This is
important for both mixing and CP studies. In addition and most importantly, the B----_lJ.+x
decays are far more copious than the B_J/_'_p.p. decays. In events containing a BB pair,
semimuonic decay will produce a muon approximately 23% of the time and approximately
42% of these muons will have apt > 1.5 GeV/c. Muons with a Pt this large are quile unusual;
semileptonic decays of pions, kaons and cha;m produced in 20 TeV/c interactions contain
muons with this magnitude of I:1in less than interaction in 10'_. Therefore, high Pt muons
provide a distinctive signal on which to trigger as discussed below in Section III,G.3 and 4.

llI.G.2 Im_lementalion qf lhe SFT Triooer Scheme

The trigger scheme chosen here for the purpose of illustration, leads to a very
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effective global event selection, and cou_i )e easily implemented with present day
technologiesand at a moderate cost. The scheme calls for the recognitionof one or more
muons at Level I, to be followed by fast track reconstruction at Level II, both in the
conventional proporllona_ chambers and in the silicon microstrip detector. Level II will
require both the presence of high I:1muonsand hadrons as well as the presenceof secondary
vertices. Further filtering of the events could be performed with an online microprocessor
farm, if necessary. The scheme presented here, including both geometric acceptance and
detector/trigger algorithm efficiency, has a rejection factor of 104 while keeping
approximately 18% of the B-HJ.and 33% of the B_J/_,'->l.q.L signal.

III.G.2.a Level I Triaaer

Level I will require the detection of one or more muons, as defined by the triple
coincidenceof an aligned set of pads in the projectivepad geometry of three or more I.¢.yers
of Resistive Pad Chambers (RPC), embedded in the steel of the SIT muondetector (see Fig.
4). The minimum energy required of a muon to penetrate the SIT muon detector steel and
produce a signal in the RPC's is 19 GeV in the central part of the acceptance and 15 GeV at
wider angles. Studies of simulated ./_.193 GeV events show that the probability for a
minimum bias event containing a muon with more than 20 GeV from _-or K decays in flight
is of order 1.>2%. A further reduction of the Leve_ I trigger rate can be achieved by
imposing a very rough minimum pt requirementon the muor_,sdetected by the RPC's. In a
scheme in which the accepted muon coincidences are def;;',,-d by means of Programmable
Logic Gate Arrays (PAL's)49, it is trivial to include only three-plane patterns consistent
with a given Pt threshold. Although the Pt resolution achievable at this level is limited, it is
r_dequate to provide the additionalfactor (two or three) required to fit ti_e trigger rate
comfortably within the Level II bandwidth. Alternatively,one can achieve th(_same goal by
imposing a threshold on the total transverse electromagnetic energy of the event as
determined by the SFT EM detector. Level I would be pipelined and would take less than a
coupleof hundrednanoseconds.

!ll,G.2.b Level II Triqaer

'We plan to develop a Level li trigger for the SFT which would perform complete online
tracking in a couple of microseconds. As presently planned, this trigger level will increase
the rejectionof the total cross section by:

1. Imposing the requirement that the muon have 1.0 to 1.5 GeV of transverse
momentum and that several tracks with intermediate Pt be present in the event, thereby
increasing the probability that the selected events contain high mass B hadrons. This
requirement is very powerful as can be seen from Fig. 17, showing the lab angle vs.
momentum for muons from B-,p.+x and B-+J/'.V-*l.qJ. as well as from _, K and charm
semimuonicdecays. The contoursof constantPt-l.5 Gev/c show the clean separation of the
signal from the background.

2. Examining the silicon microvertexdetector for the presence of secondary vertices.
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Given that the above two conditions can be applied independently of each other, it will be
possible to optimize the signal to background ratio of the accepted events by tuning the
parameters of the two requirements.

The overall rejection to be provided by the Level II trigger is about a factor of 50, an
extremely modest requirement in view of the many different event features on which the
trigger can operate. Given an_expected Input rate of the order of 5 x 104 events/s into Level
II, one should think in terms of a processing time of about 2 microseconds, which would
limit the dead-time to 10% even without the added complication of a pipelined system. We
envisage reaching such a time _;erformancewhile accomplishing a full track recognition by
making use of associative memory pattern recognition.

An assogiative memory is a reversal of the traditionalmode of operating a memory. A
standard memory is interrogated by presenting an address at its input, the output consisting
of the memory contents of the addressed location. The reversed mode of operation would
consist of presenting the. memory with a piece of data (a "pattern') and o_taining in
response the address, if any, where the clara is located. Such a device, referred to as a
,content addressable" or "associative" memory would be used for pattern recognition by
pre-loading it with ali and only the patterns corresponding to events of interest (a very
small subset of ali the possible patterns); at trigger time, the patterns generated by the hits
in the detector would be presented to the memory, which would then quickly recognize if the
pattern under question is among the valid ones it contains.The development of such devices
has started, in an ad hoc fashion, for current experimentalefforts. We plan to continueand
expand this developmentto meet the needsof the Level II.

In the basic design, each elementary unit ('bit') of an associative memory consists of
a standard memory cell with a comparator and a latch associated to it. A multi.bit "word"
will have attached to it a global latch, which is the logic AND of ali the individualbit latches.
When a piece of data (or pattern) is presentedto the memory, a bit by bit comparison takes
piace, simultaneously for ali the words contained in the memory, and the results of the
elementary comparisons are stored in the bit latches. A complete match of the input pattern
with any of the ones pre-stored in the memory will result in the setting of the "word latch',
signaling in this way the recognition of the input being one of the valid pat_;erns.For many

_ trigger applications, the fact that any word latch is set would be ali the information that is
-_ required, but it is very straightforward to provide also information on which was the

matched pattern (its "address') by means of a standard priority encoder connecting ali the
word latches. For ;_racticalapplications, it is convenient to organize each memory location
into separate sections, each one containing the information relative to a specific element of
the detector (e.g. a chamber plane). In such a way, at trigger time, rather than forming ali
the possible combinations of the hits from the detector elements of interest to the trigger
algorithm, it is p_..sible to present the memory in parallel with the hits from the individual
elements. As a result, the total time required to submit the whole event to the memory,
looking for a match of one of the pre-stored patterns with any of the ones one can form with
the hits of the particular event, will be simply determined by the hit multiplicity of the
detector element with the largest number of hits. lt should then be clear that, when
designing an associative memory chip for a specific application, one of the fundamental
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parameters Is the number of different "sections" into which each memory location should be
divided, together obviously with the number of bits in each section.

The development of Level II will proceed in several steps. The first step in the process
consists of completingthe studies of the $FT trigger algorithms and defining the inputs from
the SFT in terms of number of detectors, number of channels/detector and number of
distinct useful patterns. The second step will be the actual design of the custom IC's that
constitute that actual memory chips. In addition, one will need to develop the ancillary
modules that are required to integrate the basic memory boards Into a working system,
comprising interfaces between associative memory arrays and encoding electronics on one
side and host computer on the other, sequencers capable of feeding hit lists into and
extracting results from the memory boards, etc. As mentioned above, the feasibility of
developing a custom Integrated circuit operating as an associative memory has already been
proved. A 256 bit chip, organized into 8 "eight section* words with 8 bits per section, is
currently be=ng employed to perform on-line track reconstruction for the Fenice
experiment s° at the Frascati electron storage ring. A higher density lC, containing 64
words of 5x12 bits each, to be employed in heavy flavor fixed target experiments at CERN
and Fermilabs_,is in an advanced state of design.

As mentioned earlier, the Level II trigger consists of two independent parts, the first
acting on the information from the microvertex detector and locking for the presence of
tracks with large impact parameter, the second processing the dat& from pad and muon
chambers downstream of the last magnet and searching for tracks carrying transverse
momentum above a given threshold. The microvertex trigger algorithm calls for the
recognition of straight tracks, a track being defined as a set of 4 or'5 aligned hits from a
correspondingset of planes in the microvertex detector. Participating in the trigger will be
a set of planes from the downstream part of the silicon tracking section. Whether the final
implementation of the trigger can be limitedto reconstructingtracks in a single view, or if
two or more parallel systems, reconstructing tracks in separate views will be neces3a_,
needs more detailed study. A knowledge of the primary vertex position is essential and can
easily be obtained from the active target, e.g by recording the pulse height of groups of
channels. The vertex coordinateswould then be added to those of the silicon hits, effectively
removing the effect of beam spot size from the impact parameter evaluation. The hits from
the 5 chosen siliconplanes would then be fed to a bank of associativememories inthe fashion
de,_ribed above. Upon loading of ali the hits, th't memory would provide a list of the found
tracks in a time determined by the total number of hits in the busiest plane. Assuming a
conservative clock rate of 30 MHz and multiplicities of the order of 30, this would
correspond to response times of the order of one microsecond. A further step through a
look-up memory would provide a value of the impact parameter for ali the found tracks.
SimulationsS_ performed for B productionat present day fixed target experiments indicate
that such a system can provide rejection factors as high as a few thousand for signal

: retention of the order of 50%. Given that in the present proposal we only need a factor of
50 rejection from the combined action of the impact parameter and the Pt triggers, we feet
extremely confident about the viabilib,of the proposed scheme. Concerning the size of the
required memory chip, the scheme calls for memory cells of 5 x 12 bits (5 detectors each
one consistingof up to 4000 channels), a figure that has already been _alized in an existing
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design of an associative memory chip. We estimate a total number of patterns on the order
of few hundred thousand,a manageable quantityboth from the size and cost points of view.

The algorithm exploited for the implementation of the Pt trigger is chosen to
accommodate the track geometry generated by the proposed two magnet configuration. In
such a set-up, production angles are conserved after travel through the two magnets, while
the displacement of the twice deflected track with respect to a parallel line originating from
the interaction point is a direct Indication of the track's momentum. Consequently, a
determination of a track's slope and Intercept performed downstream of the second magnet
will provide an estimate of the track's transverse momentum, provided there ts also
information available on the position of the production vertex. A further piece of
informationrequired by the trigger Is providedby the ii_uon detector, so that the _ystem can
identify the muon track among the ones reconstructedin the pad chambers. In summary, we
plan to present to a bank of Associative Memories the list of hits from three pad rchambers,
one plane of muon detector and the encoded vertex position, determined in the fashion
described in the discussionof the vertex trigger.The Associative Memories would have been
pre-loaded with the list of. ali the possible physical tracks carrying a minimum transverse
momentum, so that presenting to them the list of hits would result in an output list of found
tracks, the muon track carrying a special flag if it was recognized. As for the case of ;._;e
vertex trigger, a further step of running the found tracks through a look-up memory
would provide a list of the track's transverse momentum values. This information can tharl
be usecl to Impose different Pt threshold criteria to the muon and hadron tracks for the
purpose of attaining the required levels of signal acceptance and background rejection. The
Pt resolution required of the system can be used to determine the sizes of pads in the
chambers participating in the trigger. For the purpose of the present document, we assume
'.: impose on the muon track a Pt cut of 1.5 GeV/c, with a Pt resolution of about 10% in the
region of the cut. Fig 18, showing sample trajectories of particles carrying 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
GeV of transverse momentum for different production angles, gives an idea of the spatial
resolution required from the pads. We have "}stimatedthat the required perfo_-rnancecan be
achieved with a system of three pad chambers, each one containing about 8000 pads. The
Associative Memory cell of 5 x 12 bits required by the vertex trigger is equally suitable for
the Pt trigger system, provided the 8000 pads of a chamber are divided into two groups
corresponding respectively to hits above or below the mid.plane. The five elements fed into
the memory array are respectively the three pad chambers, the muon detector and the
encoded position of the interaction vertex. The total number of patterns needed to represent
ali the physical tracks with Pt above the requiredthreshold is estimated to be of the order of
a few hundredthousand.

II1.G.2.¢ Level III Triqae__r

Level III of the t.dgger system, a microprocessor based farm, could be constructed
using present day technology from VME based ACP I or II microprocessor modules. We
presume, however,' that more advanced and more powerful microprocessorbased farms will
be available. The farm would be used to assemble the events and do the logisticsof moving
events to permanent storage. Extra rejection factors, if needed, could be done at this stage
since differentdetector components can be correlated with one another and sharper cuts can
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be made in some of the parameters of the event.

III.G.3 AcceDtances/Effictenctes of SFT Trlaaer Seau_nc_ for Beauty

The yields of B decays depend on geometricacceptances and on the efficienciesof the
various elements of the spectrometer. These cuts naturally produce some loss of signal
along with a diminution of background. In Table IV below, the cumulative effect of ali the
acceptances, efflcienctes and cuts on the muonsfrom B_J/_ _tJ4.Land B--+lJ.+xdecays have
been estimated using Monte Carlo estimates of the effictenctes of various detectors . The
geometric acceptancesin Table IV have been calculated using PY'I"HIAfor B--+J/_'-.+tJ.I,Lmodes
and semileptonic B--.+IJ.+xmodes. The muons are required to be in the acceptance of the
spectrometer (3 mrad < e <75 mrad) and to have sufficient energy to penetrate the muon
steet. A total of 85% of the B..-,J/'_'_f.q.Land 87% of the B--+fJ.+xsemileptonic decays satisfy
this basic requirement. The efficiency of the Level I trigger for detecting these muons
depends critically on the efficiencies of the resistive plate counters (RPC's). For purposes
of calculating the trigger efficiency, we have taken an overall RPC efficiency of 95% for the
entire muon detector acceptance, so that the efficiencies for single and double muons are
respectively (0.95) 3 and (0.95) 6

The primary function of the Level II trigger is to impose a threshold on the muon
transverse momentum. More stringent cuts are applied to the single muon events, where
the signal is more copious and the background more severe lhan the dimuon events. We

envision a Pt threshold of approximately 1.5 GeV/c for single muons and 1.0 GeV/c for
dimuons. This would give acceptances on the order of 42% and 95% respectively. Detector
efficiencies as they impact on Level II are expected to be 80%. Finally, the physics
requirement of more intermediate Pt hadrons in the event _ts well as the requirement of
secondary vertices when applied by the Level II machinery will select 70% of both the
remaining single and dimuon triggers. The combined trigger efficienctes for Level I and
Levet II are 18% and 33% respectively for B.-+p.+xand B-..,J/_J_tJ.P..

Table IV
B--_,J/_-.,t._and B-.HJ.+X

MuonAcceptancesandEffictencies

L=.v..CJ
Geometric Acceptance for muon tracks 0.85 0.87

(including steel attenuation)
Level I detector efficiencies 0.74 0.86

Level II detector efficiencies 0.80 0.80
Multihadron and Secondary Vertex Requirements 0.70 0.70
Level II Pt cut efficiency for muons 0.95 0.42

Composite Acceptance/Efr. for single or dimuons triggers 0.33 0.16
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III.G.4 Expected Performance _ the SFT TrlaaQr System

In this section we give the expected perk)rmance of the SFT trigger system for single
and dlmuons using the acceptances and efflciencles listed above. The vast majority of the
raw muon trigger rate is due to the decays of charged pions and kaons. Only at the higher
levelsof the triggercan the presence of charm decays be seen in the data. Using a variety of
Monte Carlo simulationscontaining =,K and charm semlmuonicdecays, using PYTHIA as the
event generator, we have estimated the performance of each level of our triggeringsystem.
The trigger rate reduction factors per interactionare shown in Table V below:

As can be inferred from the Table IV above and Table V below, reaching very high
levels of rejection of the total cross section with good efficiency for accepting B's is
strai_hfforward in the SFT. The situation is to be contrasted with the situation in collider
interactions where trtcjgertng is quite difficult because of the low momentum of the
secondaries. At the nominal Pt thresholds we should achieve rejections of 10-4 and 10-5
for single and dtmuon_triggers respectively. Thus at an interaction rate of 1.3x10_'/s we
expect 130 dlmuon and 1300 single muon triggers per second of beam entering Level II1.
These rates together with the event size of 20 Kbytes furnish the criteria for determining
the size of the Level III microprocessorfarm and for determining the data logging capability
required for the SFT spectrometer. If it is deemed necessary, significant increases in the
effictenciesof the collectionof B...,p.and B--+J/_'_tJ4J.,relative to those given in Table IV, can
be achieved at the cost of writingmore triggersOn tape.

Table V
ExpectedTrigger

SuppressionFactors
per Inter_ction

Trigger DtMuon Trigger Single Muon Trigger
Level

I O(10 -'t) 5 x 10-_

II 10-I 2x10- 2

I " I I O(10-s ) O(10-")

Ili.H The SFT I)ata Aqt;;lui_ition System

A 15% dead time of the SFT OA aLt the nominal operating point of 1.3x107
interactionsper second, appears to be well within the capabilities of present day CAMAC or
FASTBUS data acquisitionelectronics(either existingor underdesign). A worstcase of 100
microseconds per event for collection and assembly of data from the various crates is
achievable with today's equipment so we take this as a upper limit on the DA speed that can
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be achieved in a system consisting of many parallel data paths (similar to many systems
already existing)° Using 100 microseconds, we see that we can process 1500 events per
second with a dead time of approximately 15%. This is the bandwidth required to handle the
events that arrive at Level III.

Assuming the Level III microprocessor system can process events at the rate of one
every 200 ms and that the Level III farm must process 1500 events per second (ignoring
the dead time), approximately 60 microprocessorsof the ACP II type will be required,

Anticipating no filtering in the SFT Level III microprocessor level, 130 dimuon
triggers and 1300 single muon triggers would have to be archived (approximately 20
Mbytes/sec). Using present day 8 mm tape technology (Exabyte II tape units) operating at a
nominal 500 Kbytes/sac, we would require sixty 8 mm tape units to record 1500 events
per second. However, it is almost certain much faster data storage technologieswill exist at
the time the SSC begins to operate. In any case, the requirementsof the SFT appear to be
modest enough that a system could be configured with today's options an"Jthis is what has
been costed inSection VI.

II1.1 SFT Qffllne Event Reconstruction

While the efficiency of offline reconstructionmust be estimated on a mode by mode
basis (see Section IV for a specific example), a few general remarks can be made about the
process. The reconstruction of charged tracks in the spectrometer for the events satisfying
the triggers will be quite efficient because of the number of planes, the granularity of
chambers and the two dimensional pad structure which will greatly aid pattern recognition.
I.n the same way, the multiplicity of planes in the silicon microvertex detector will make
track finding quite efficient. We estimate that overall efficiencies of 98% per track are
quite achievable for tracks within the acceptance of the spectrometer (¢pproximatelY 70%
of the B's have ali the decay products within the spectrometer and 45% of ali BB have ali
dPcay products of both B's in the acceptance). The most difficult region to handle is, of
course the region near the beam. To facilitate this, we have designed the charged particle
tracking of the spectrometer with the small angle region of the accoptanco covered by small

spacing wire chambers. We anticipate no problem reconstructing tracks in the upstream
region of the detector because of the siliconmicrovertexdetector. There will be some loss of
tracks due to hit sharing in the downstream portion of the spectrometer but we minimize it
with the use of the smal/_;stgap chambers possible in the small a__le regions between M1
and M2. As the design progresses, we expect to fine tune the deta__ of the acceptance vs.
dead regionquestion.

The issues concerning photon reconstruction are more uncertain at this point. The
SFT EM detector will capture most of the photons within the acceptance with good energy
resolution. The major problem will be one of combinatorics since we cannot use the
secondary vertex to separate the B photons from the directly produced photons. This
problem is not nearly as severe as in the case of a collider event since the SF'I"will have on
average only ten _°'s in the EM detector, but it is still troublesome. However, once again
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the fixed target geometry gives us an advantage. Because of the high energy of the B hadrons
(averaging 445 GeV/c) and the moderate Q value of a 5 GeV/c 2 object there is a certain
amount of "pointing" that can be utilized in trying to identify the _°'s associated with a
given B to minimize the combinations in the various mass spectra that are formed. In the
course of the further studies, this issue will be evaluated quantitatively.

The final general remark that we make concerning event reconstruction is that the
detection of secondary vertices is quite efficient in this detector because of the large number
of planes and the special attribute of the SIT that the B tracks themselves almost always
pass througha few planes before decaying. Therefore, unresolvedvertices are not as severe
a problem at the SF'I" as in other types of B experiments.

IJl,_l Offline ComDutina Reauirements of the SIT

Given the _5_-Tcapacity for logging on tape, we can estimate the requirements for
ofl2ine computing, assuming an SIT data acquisition capability of approximately 1500
triggersper second. Based on this assumption, the expected accumulationof events on tape
per year is approximately 10_° events. While we plan to develop other (and perhaps less
restrictive) trigger strategies in the future, it is instructive to estimate the computing
needs of the SFT based on the events that we plan to accumulate using the muon trigger
schemes.

The muon signatures for B events give a focus to the offiine analysis. Because of this
considerably less computer time is needed per event than for experiments which must
search globally for evidences of secondary vertices ancl do complete reconstruction to
determine if a secondary vertex is clue to a B decay. The muon based B analysis strategies
allow structuring of the analysis programs to filter with successively more and more
sophistication. The number of remaining events will decrease dramatically at each stage.
For purposesof estimating the computingtime required for the analysis, we have assumed a
mixture of single and dimuon triggers weighted toward single muons by the expected ratio of
the single and dimuon triggers.

We have considered separately the analysis schemes that we would pursue f_r single
and dimuon triggers to estimate the computingrequirementsof the SFT. We will express the
needs of the various steps for both trigger samples in units of VAX780 years. A computing
year will be taken to be 10_ seconds for purposesof these estimates (Computing duty factor
of 1/3).

First, to extract the B->J/_->t.qJ. decays, we must process offline approximately
1->2x109 dimuon triggers/year. As discussed below in Section IV we expect 1/150 to
1/45 of the dimuon triggers to be due to B->J/'?->_ _. Since the data is so rich, we expect
that a relatively simple three stage analysis procedure will isolate the B's with very little
background. The steps in the dimuon offline data analysis process are:

1. The first step will be a fast filter program to determine if the dimu_.:_has a mass
greater than 2.5 GeV/c 2. This filter will select events containing J/_"s _r determine if
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both muons have a Pt greater than 1.5 Gev/c (to select events in which both B's have.decayed
semileptonically). This filter program, by computing a relatively crude dtmuon mass to
reject low mass pairs that slip through the trigger, can reduce the data sample by a factor
of three at a rate of 250 ms per event on a VAX780. As an upper limit, the total computer
time required to perform this first step for a year of data taking would be approximately 50
VAX780 years, passing 3->6x10 e events on to subsequentanalysis steps. This process is
very efficient in preserving J/_'s so we expect to still have approximately 1->3x10 _
B->J/_'s in the trigger sample.

2. The second step in the offiine analysis of the dimuon will be a second pass, higher
resolution, three dimensional reconstructionof the dimuons followed by the reconstruction
of both muon tracks in the silict_nmicrovertexdetector. The muon reconstructionin the pad
chambers is estimated to take approximately one VAX780 second per event. The
reconstruction of the muon tracks in the silicon vertex detector and determination of
whether they come from a secondary vertex may take as much as 5 VAX780 seconds per
event, Taking 10 VAX seconds as an upper limit for the entire process, we estimate
approximately300 VAX780 years to accomplish this step and a reduction of the data sample
to essentially the 1->3x10 _ B->J/_ events.

Thus the total time to reduce the data sample to an essentially pure B->J/_->IJ.IJ.will
be approximately 350 VAX780 years. This rather modest computer need is well within the
usage of various Fermilab fixed target experiment operating _t this time.

The single muon analysis scheme is more complex and less certain than that outlined
above for the dimuon triggers. These triggers are very rich in B's (because of the
relatively large branching ratio for the semimuonic decays). Indeed we expect 1/20->1/5
of ali single muon triggers surviving the trigger scheme to be due to E_->jj. With this
richness of our trigger sample, the offline program is essentially dealin=l with the final
analysis stage and we must eventually process approximately 109 B events for physics
content. After a relative simple first step where we examine the muons in the 10 _0
triggers to see if they come from _, secondary vertex we will proceed to complete event
reconstruction This initial step should be a filter program which undertakes the complete
reconstruction of the muon in both the downstream spectrometer and the microvertex
detector in the fastest possibleway. Assumingwe can achieve 0.5 seconds per event for this
process, we will require 500 VAX780 years for this process but obtain with good efficiency
(greater than 70%) an essentially pure sample of 109 B->IJ,events which must be fully
reconstructed. Complete reconstructionof 10 9 evgnts will be a large computing load. We
estimate at least one VAX780 minute per event, leadingto a computing need of 6000 VAX780
years.
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IV, Ability of the SFT to Meet Physics Goals

While the SFT (both beam and spectrometer)described above can only be considered
to be preliminary, the model that we have outlinedcan be evaluated as an existence proof to
demonstratethat there are technologies and techniques tl_at makes possible the studyof rat6
B ds.caysand the measurement of CP violation in the B system. In Sections IV.A and IV.B, we
evaluate the richness of the two different trigger samples, (the expected signal to
background) at each level of the trigger and offline analysis, and the yields of B->_ and
B.>J/_,->_ inclusive modes using the SFI'. In SectionIV.C, we evaluate the yields of B's
produced in a year and in Section IV.D we discuss the performance of the SI=I" spectrometer
in accomplishing the goat of precision measurement of CP effects. We take a particular
exclusive mode, B->J/_ K0s as an example of only one of many B->J/'.V modes that are
expected to have detectable levels of CP violating asymmetries. We also comment on the
potential of the "tagged" B->I.L events for CP violation measurements. In ali these
discussions we start ,with the expectation _,hat between 1/1900 and 1/77.00 of ali ._=
193 GeV interactions in the SFT microvertex detector target section will contain B's (see
Table I).

IV,A B->LL+_;

Approximately 23% of ali BB events will produce at least one muon via the
semileptonic decay modes and that muon will have a high Pt a large fraction of the time
(50% with Pt >1.5 GeV/c at ,/_, 193 GeV/c). This large branching ratio and the large
productioncross section for beauty at the SFI" leads to a large ratio (between 1/3.2x10 '_ to
1/8.2x103) of B->p+x events produced per interaction as shown below in Table VI.

Furthermore, the distinctive Pt of the muons from this decay and the fact that the B
events should have secondary vertices makes possible powerful triggers and a very
significant increase in the enrichment factor for the events we write to tape. From Tables
IV and V, we estimate that we will have one B->IJ.decay event for every 5 to 20 triggers
writtento tape as shown in Table VI.

Offline, according to Monte Carlo studies, the requirement of a 30 micron impact
parameter for the muon in the SFT silicon microvertex detector improves the signal to
background by a factor of approximately 10, producing a ratio between 2/1 and 1/2 for the
events surviving the first step of the offline analysis while keeping the majority of the
events (greater than 90%) Finally, finding additional charged tracks which are part of the
secondary vertex will further help to eliminate single muon candidates which due to
mismeasurements appear not to originate at the primary vertex. The detection of additional
tracks from the secondary vertex reduces the backgrounds by another factor greater than
ten leading to a signalto backgroundin the resultingdata sample between 5 and 20 to 1.
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tV.B I_-=,J/ _'-=,uu. Dati_ S_lmole

Because of the cumulative branching ratios, the portion of the dimuon triggers due to
actual B decays is relatively small. Given the 1.1% branching ratio for B-:_J/'+' + anything
and the 6.9% branching ratio for J/_->l._., only 1.5x10 -_ of the BB events will be
collected by the dimuon trigger strategy (taking into account that there are two B's in every
event) Therefore, only one event out of between 1.3 to 5.1x106 interactions will have a
B->J/'_' ->t_ decay.

However, the backgrounds to the B->J/_->I.q.L events can be reduced more easily in
the trigger and the offline analysis than the backgrounds to B->_+x events, since the
constraint of requiring Jim's at secondary vertices is very powerful. The requirement for
the dimuon to be a J/'.P, by itself, eliminates a large portion of the background decay
dimuons. To estimate this we note that the J/'.P production cross section in 20 TeV/c
interactions for the mixed Be/Si target region of the SFT detector is estimated to be
approximately 6 _ (extrapolating the lower energy J/_ production cross sections using
the techniqueof L Lyonss2 and using an A dependence of A0"93). As noted above, the BB
beauty hadron productioncross section in 20 TeV/c interactions is estimated to be between
approximately 30 to 120 _ for the Be/Si target section mixture assuming a linear A
dependence of the beauty production cross sections and using the third order beauty
hadroproductioncross section calculationsof K. Ellis_. Using a branching ratio for B->J/_'
of 1.1%, we estimate that between 1/18 and 1/5 of the J/'?'s produced at .fs",193 GeV
are due to a BB event in which one or the other of the B's decays via a J/'tJ decay mode.
Therefore, the major objective of the online trigger and the offline analysis will be to select
events containing J/'_'->t._. decays.

The trigger strategy outlined above for dimuons will lead very quickly to significant
enrichment of the signal to background ratio. From Tables IV and V we obtain the signal to
background ratios given in Table VI. We find that between one in 40 to one in 150 dimuon
triggers that we write on tape will be due to B->J/'.P'>!._. The first step in the offline
reconstruction, a crude high mass requirement imposed on the muon pair, will further
reduce this ratio to a better value than the one expected from the ratio of B->J/_ vs. the
direct J/'+' production cross asections since we have already required some evidence of
secondary vertices in the events in Level II (which will tend to suppress the direct J/_
production). Ignoring this suppression for the time being, we expect to be in the range of
1/12 to 1/3 signal to background (or better) after the first step of the offline analysis with
preservation of almost ali the signal. This ratio should become much greater than 10/1
after the second step in the offline analysis; the requirement that the muon pair come from a
secondary vertex.

In Table VI below, we summarize the enrichment factors that we expect to achieve
from the trigger strategies and the offline analysis steps just discussed.
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Table VI
Beauty Enrichment Factorsat VariousLevels

Level DIMuonTrigger Single MuonTrigger
(signal = B->J/'_'->IJ.IJ.) (signal = B->IJ.+x)

BB/interaction 1/7.7xl 03.>I/1.9xl 03 1/7.7x103-> 1/1.9xl 03

Produced signal/interaction 1/5.1 x106-> 1/ 113x1 06 1/3.2xl 04-> 1/8.2x 10 _

Accepted signal/Level I 1/8.1xlO2->1/2.0xl 02 1/2.1x102->1/5.3xl 0 _

Accepted signal/Level I" Level II 1/150->1/40" 1/20->1/5"

Offline Step I SigJbackground 1/18->1/5 1/2->2/1

Offline Step I! Sig./background >>10/1 5/1->20/1

"This is the enrichmentfactor for events writtento tape

IV,(_ _ B Yleld_ in thQ SFT

Assuming that 10;' seconds of operation at 10;' interactionsper second represents a
standard year of operation for the SI=T, we expect to obtain 10 _4 interactions and produce
1.3x10 _° to 5.2 xl0 _° BB"events per year. Taking into account branching ratios, we would
then expect to have somewhere between 2.0x10 _ and 7.8x10 _ B->J/"["->IJ.tJ.and 3.1x10 -_
to 1.3x10 _o B->lJ.+Xdecays take place.

Of the produced B's which decay into these two inclusivechannels, between 6.6x106
and 2.6x107 B->J/_->IJ.tJ. and 5.6x10 e to 2.2xt09 B->lJ.+x survive the trigger system
and are written onto tape. The large majority of these inclusive decays survive t_e first
steps of the offline analysis so that we have essentially this level of data available for CP
studies.

tV.D Ability of the SFT for CP Violation Measurements

Since the measurement of CP violationis the ultimate test of a B physicsexperiment
or strategy, requiring the largest sample of reconstructed B's, we will evaluate the
potential of the SFT for performing that task as a measure of the power of the fixed target
option. As a measure of the abilityof the fixed target technique to make measurementsof CP
violation, we take, as a single example, the decay B0->J/'t.' K°s. As mentioned_above,this
mode is an example of the generic B->f decays where f is a CP eigenstate.(CP < f > = _+<f >)
In the case of this mode, if there is CP violation (X=0), the task will be to distinguish
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between time distributions of the form

e'_'(l+ X sin_m_/_')

where the +_refers to whether the parent B was a B or B'and where -c'is measured lr: units of
B lifetime, _, Integrating this time distribution over one half period_.of an oscillation "c=
_'/Am., we get a difference in numberof events observed for B and B decays, _N which is
proportionalto the integral of the differences of these time distributions

AN= N'N'= 2X " _3'_//km. {e'_'sin(_m':'/_')} d'c"

=2X (1,. e"=b'//km} * {___ml3'}/{l+(_m/_') 2}

In the same way we can get the sum of N and N"distributions
t

NT=N.N" = 2 ° j'03''K/'_m e"'c' d'c'

- 2 " (1-e"_'_/Nm )

and the asymmetry (for one half oscillation)between B and B is defined as the ratio

A =/_N/N T

= X { (,Sm/_')/(l+(Am/'_)2)} * ((1,- e'_'/_m)/(1-e "_'_/Am )}

Using the value of &m/_ ,, 0.78 obtained by the Argus collaborations3 for Bd, we can write
the expected asymmetry as

A= 0.5X

for the first half period of the oscillation. For Bs decays into CP eigenstates (assuming that
Am/_ for Bs is approximately 1/5 of Am/'_ for Bs), we get

A= 0'6 X

In order to measure these asymmetries with a stalistical significance of a given number of
standard deviations, we must accumulate a large number of events in the given exclusive
mode under study, lt can easily be shown that NT = (#o'/A) 2, where #_ is the number of
standard deviations of significance desired in the measurement of the asymmetry.

Therefore, NT ,,, (3/A)2 = (6/_.)2 Bd plus B"-d exclusive decays into a CP eigenstate
are required to measure a three sigma decay asymmetry between the particles and
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antiparticles, if we restrict our measurements to the first half period of an oscillation. For
maximal CP violation (:X,=l, A=0.5), NT,36 events. There is, of course, no need to restrict
our measurements to the first oscillation since the time distribtuionsare well measured in
the SFT, For a more reasonable choice of X=0.3, A=0.15, NT= 400 events (200 B's and
200 B-';s)are required. The preceding analysis, of course ignores systematic effects.
However, with the time spectra for the panicle and antiparticle decays well measured (with
resolution of better than 0.05 picosecond), we can eliminate many of the troublesome
problems (for example, different rates of productionof B and B's) that accompany a simple
counting experiment to determine a CP asymmetry.

As was indicated above, we expect to produce br._tween1.3x10 _° and 5.2xl 0 t0 BE
events per year when the SFT is operating smoothly. Of these B's, we expect 6.7x106 to
2.6x10 z B->J/_-IJ.IJ. exclusive decays :o survive th_ trigger and the early stages of the
offline analysis. Assuming a hadronization ratio of 2/2/1 for Bu/Bd/B s, (and neglecting
the small fraction of the b qu_rks that will hadronize into either Bc or B baryons) 2.7x106
to 1.0x10;' of the B-J/_ decays will be due to Bd->J/_' followed by the decay of the
J/_.' ->t.LI.I..

Using a branching ratio for Bd -> J/_' K0s estimated by Dunietz and Rosner2 of
approximately 0.05% (or approximately 5% of the total B->J/_' inclusive mode rate) and
a branching ratio for the K0s->_+_" decay of 69%, we expect between 9.3x10 '_ t.c
3.7xl 05 of these decays per year, divided approximately equally between B and E (modulo
CP effects and possible slight differences in production rates of B and B). After requiring
that the K0s decay in the first 5 meters of the spectrometer and allowing for the additional
acceptance (beyond that of the two muons) for the two pions from the KOsdecay, 42% of the
B->J/'+' K°s decays survive. Estimating a single track reconstruction efficiency of 90%,
we arrive at a final number of decays for the CP study of between 2.6x104 and 1.0x10_
reconstructed Bd->J/'+' K°s ->t.qJ.3t'_decays. The efficiency of tagging the particle or
antiparticle nature ot the parent B must be evaluated for these events.

Approximately 65% of these events survive the requirement that ali the decay
productsof the other B in the event be in the acceptance of the spectrometer iin order to be
able to reconstruct, at least partially, the other B for tagging the particle or antiparticle
nature of the B undergoing J/_ decay). In tasking this estimate we have usecla reasonable
mixture of decay modes for the "other" B. This yields 1.7x10 '_ to 6.Zxl0 '_
8d->J/_K°s'>t._._"_ events with the "other" B decay products in the the acceptance of the
spectrometer. By examining the decays of the "other" B in the event, tagging strategies may
be developed that allow an estimate of the probability that the Bd was a particle or an
antiparticleat t-0. The least ambiguoustag is the one that utilizes the fact that the "other"
8 was charged. Here the special feature of the fixed target configuration, ie that the B's
themselves pass through many planes on average helps a great deal in the tagging process
since the charged or neutral nature of the B's can be determinedby direct observation of B's.
If, by direct observation, we detect a Bu, we can use this information as a check on
assignmentof positiveor negative charge to the Bu. Because of the good resolutionof the Sl.--'f"
and the multiple measurements of every track, we expect to maintain a relatively low level
of misidentificationsof other tracks in the event and having the extra information about the
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sum of the charges makes the probability of missing tracks or adding tracks negligible. To be
in error we must incorrectly add or miss two tracks. Mistagging should be small under
these conditions. We expect to achieve a good tag using Bu decays in more than 50% of the
BuDd events

Given a hadronizatlon ratio of 2/2/1, we have a 40% probability of having a Bu
produced in association with a Bd. From the discussion above, we expect tj be able to
determine the charge of the Bu correctly more than 50% of the time. This leads to a data
sample of somewhere between 3.4x10 _ and 1.4x104 Bd-:_J/_K° s where the K° s ->_+_:-
and the J/_->t.q_ and in which the Bd is correctly identified as having been a B or B"at t=P
by tMe presence of a properly Identified Bu. Therefore, the statistics of tagged B-> J/_' K0s
event5 is approximately one to two orders of magnitude greater than necessary for detection
of a 15% CP asymmetry at the three _ level in this relatively rare _xclusive mode alone.
Our estimate of the level of statistics required for a CP asymmetry measurement in this one
particular decay chain agrees with global estimates given elsewhere s,

This particular exclusive decay mode is onl._one of several B->J,'_ modes which are
accessible using much the same triggering_nd tagging strategy. In addition, we have ignored
the possibility of retrieving information from the BOd,sB°d configuration. However, as a
lower limit on the information about CP asymmetry that we can extract from the B->J/_'
KOsmode, this analysis will suffice. The analysis sequence outlined in the paragraphs above
is summarized in Table VII below:

B0d->J/Y K0s
+ -

_>1¢ /¢

""--'> _ u
ConditionImposed Event SadDle

BBproduced 1.3 ->5.2xl 0 to
B->J/_->p.p. (7.7x10 "4) 2.0 ->8.0x10 e
Trigger Acceptance (.33) 0.66- >2.6 x 107
Hadronization to Bd (40%) 0.26->1.1x107
Brj->JI_ K°s (5% of Bd->J/_ +x) 1.4 ->5.6x105
KOs->_+_" (69%) 1.0 ->4.0x105
KOs Acceptance (42%) 0.42-> 1.7x 105
B->J/'+' KOs Track Reconstruction (90%/track) 0.28->1.1x 105
"Other" B Decay track Acceptance (65%) 1.8 ->7.2x10 '_
Hadronization to Bu (40%) 0.7 ->2.8x10 '_
Determination of Charge of Bu (50%) 0.34->1.4x104

There is another, more global, consideration of particle/antiparticle t'lgging strategy
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that is particularly interesting for CP violation measurements in view of the single muon
trigger scheme outlined in Section III.G for the SFT. Since we expect in one year of
operation of the SP"1"to produce between 3.1x109 to 1.3x10 t0 B->p.+x semileptonic decays
on which we plan to trigger with high efficiency, we expect to obtain trigger samples of
250 million to 1 billlon semtmuonic B events on tape In which ali decay products of both B's
are in the acceptance of the detector. The other B in the event, of course, will undergo the
full range of B decays, some of which are expected to exhibit CP asymmetries. Therefore,
this approach to the detection of CP violations allows us to examine ali B decays (with
cumulative branching ratios for their decay chains greater than approximately 10-5 ) with
large enough statisticsto achieve a statistically_l=lniflcantmeasurement of CP asymmetries.
As stated above, in 40% of these events we expect the B decaying into the trigger I.Lto be
charged and, therefore, to provide an unambiguoustag of t=0 particle-antiparticle natureof
the "other" B. In these events since we can directly observe the charge of the B, we do not
have to depend on thetag derived from determination of the charge of the muon which is
ambiguousbecause of mixingor because of undt=te¢tableB->D->I.Ldecays.

For the other 60% of the BB configurationsin which the B decaying semimuonically
is ¢_eutral, the muon charge must be used to determine the particle or antiparticle nature of
the "other" B, This tag is ambiguous since the neutral B undergoingsemimuonic decay could
have undergone mixingor could have decayed B->D->_. In both cases the muon would now
have the wrong sign and would lead to an erroneouslytag. These uncertaintieslead to what
is referred to as a dilutioneffect since it leads to the misassignmentof B's either as particle
or antiparticle and a corresponding washing out of the CP asymmetries. In the case of the
B->D->_ decays, the number of false tags will depend on the ability of the microvertex
detector to resolve secondary vertices. For the SFT, this resolution is thought to be very
good because of the number of measurements which are possible, the low multiple scattering
and the special attribute of the fixed target experiment where the B's and D's pass through
many measurement planes before decaying. These factors make the probability of having an
undetected B->D decay negligible.

The misidentification due to mixing effects is much harder to eliminate. To an extent
these effects can be allowed for by assigninga B or B probability to each event (based on the
decay length of the semileptonic decay of the neutral B). In this way the remaining 60% of
the Bd,s->lj. triggerscan be used to Complementthe Bu->_ tagged sample.

Because of the enormousstatisticsof B.>I.Ldecays and large acceptance of the SFT for
ali decay products, these data samples represent an excellent opportunity to look for CP
violation effects with high statistics in many or ali B decay modes. These searches may
prove even richer than the directed searches represented by our strategy of observation of
B->J/_' decays in BuBd events. Eithor strategy as weil as many other trigger schemes will
be feasible usingthe SFT spectrometerdescribed above.
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V, SFT Milestones/Kev Events "

The sequence of events that may lead to a Super Fixed Target B Facility has already
begun. A significant step was taken recently with the inclusionof adequate land in the East
Campus of the SSC to allow for the SFT. We have prepared a very schematic schedule for
proceeding on the implementation of the Super Fixed Target Facility following the general
guidelinesof the SSC manag'ement. We wouldhope to accom011shthe followinggoals by dates
indicated below:

Development of first order Ideas for the SFT Feb, 88-May 1990
Inclusionof adequate land In East Campus footpad - April, 9 0
Submissionof EOI May 25, 90
R&D/Prototyping P.hase begins for RICF,,'EM Cal/Triggers June,90
Quantitative evaluation of the extraction system efficiency finished August, 90
Conceptual Design/Extraction system finalized (Snowmass) Sept,90
Panicle Tracking Simulations of Crystal System finished Nov., 1990
Testing of prototype RICH and Calorimetry elements (FNAL FT run) Nov.,90->Aprtl,91
Testing of extractionsystem concepts(FNAL FT run) Nov.,90->Aprll,91
Associative memory chip available in quantity April.91
Final choices for detector components May, 91
Large prototype preparation for 1992 Fermilab FT run begins May, 91
Cunceptual design of the SFT spectrometerand componentsfinished October,91
SLJbmissionof SFT Proposal Fali, 91
Prototypesof RICH,EM der,associativememory trigger and

other SFT componentsready for 1992 FNAL FT run) Fall,92
Prototype crystal extraction system ready for

testingin 92 FNAL FT run Fall,92
Beam Transport Design finished Spring,93
Experimental hall design finalized (including beam enclosures) Spring,93
Design of final SFT spectrometercomponentsbegins Spring,93
Design of final crystal extractiondevice begins Spring,93
Design of Detector components complete/constructionbegins Spring,94
Design of crystal channeling device finished/constructionbegins Spring.94
Beam Transport Tunnels and Experimental Hall constructionbegins Spring,96
Beam Transport Tunnels and Experimental Hall ready for occupancy Spring,97
Final SFT Detector Componentsready for beam testing Spring,97

at FNALor the SSC
Installationof SFT beam transport Fall,97
Installationof the SFT Spectrometer begins Fall,97
First Circulatingbeam at the SSC 19 9 8
Extraction System Testing begins '"" 1998
Tuning of the SFT Spectrometer 1998
First run of SFT Spectrnmeter 1999
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Vi. Cost Estimates

While other Potential technologiesand tectlnlques may be used to Implement parts of
the SFT, we have taken, as a model, the spectrometerand the triggerscenariooutlined above
for preparinga cost estimate for the various components of the SFT. These budgetary cost
estimates are based, at the present time, on previous experiences rather than engineering
studies and must be considered to very preliminary. Except for the SFT beam transport
elements, no account has been taken of the possible availability of existing equipment
appropriate for use In the SFT (such as magnets, electronics). We have mainly costed items
based on 1990 technologies and have invoked economies clue to expected evolution of
technology or economiesof scale in only one or two places. In spite of this, the entire cost of
the SFT, including the costs of the beam transport and the experimental hall is many times
less'than the cost of even the most frugally designed 4_ collider detector. Ali amounts are in
1990 dollars.

VI.A Extraction/Beam/Experimental Hall

1. Extraction System
DoglegSSC Dipoles $ 300K
Channeling crystal and assembly $ 100K
Lambertson System (including PS's) $ 640K

$1040K
2. Beam Transport

Transport Encl (3000m @ $2970/m) $8900K
Dipolas (6)"
Quadrupoles (3)"
Vacuumsystem $ 50K
Beam InsmJmentatlon $ 20K

Total Beam Transport Costs $8970K

"Presumed to be available from SSC culls and, therefore, not costed

3. Experimental Area
Civil Construction (100mx20m ._15m) $ 4900K
Crane (20 Ton) $ 100K
Electrical Installation (6 MW's) $ 400K
Counting room (40mx20m) $ 420K

Total Experimentalarea cost $5 82 0 K

Total Cost of Extraction/Beam Line/Experimental Hall $15830K

VI.B. SIT Spectrometer

1, Analysis Magnets"
M1 analysis magnet $1 01 OK
M2 analysis magnet (including PS) $2090K
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M1 and M2 auxiliary systems
(power supplies, refrtg.,LCW water etc)$ 300K
TotalMagl_etCosts $3 4 0 0K

° We have costed the =superconducting version of the magnet system although the
conventional system if produced in the Dubna shops may be as much as a factor of five
cheaper than the superconductingsolution.

2. Silicon Mlcrovertex Det. and Assoc. Elect.
SMVD Target planes (30 @ $6K ea) $ 180K
SMVD Track planes (30 @12K ea) $ 360K
Mechanical mount/cooling/racks etc $ 150K
Associated electronics (2.4x105 chan) $4800K
Total Silicon Mlcrovertex detector $5490K

3, Tracking Sys and Assoc Elect.
Beam PWC's bl,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6 (Mech.)$ 150K
Straw Tube Chamb. sl,2,3,4 (Mech) $ 160K
Pad Chamb. pl,p2, p3 (Mech) $ 225K
Straw Tube TDC's (84K @$20 ea) $1 6 8 0 K
PWC Amp/Latch System (54K @$20 ea) $1080K
GasSystem $ 50K
High Voltage System $ 90K
Total Tracking System $31 6 5 K

4. RICH Counter and Assoc, Elect.
Prototyplng Phase $ 300K
Mirrors: 80 cm x 80 cm@ $5K ea (56) $ 280K
Radiator Gas System $ 50K
Radiator Vessel $ 180K
Phototubes (480) $1440K
Readout Electronics (31K channels) $ 780K
Total SFT RICH Cost $3030K

5. Electromagnetic Cal. and Assocl Elect.
Prototyping Phase $ 400K
Section 1' 344 modules @ $2448 $ 842K
Section 2:404 modules @ $2657 $1 0 7 3 K
Section 3 2004 modules @ $1263 $2531K
Electronics:19984 channels @ $30 $ 600K
Calib. elec. 2752 @ $40 $ 11OK
Total SFT EM Detector $5556K

6. SFT Muon Detector
Shield Steel (1765 tons @1SO/ton) $ 265K
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Resistive Plate Detector Planes (3) $ ,148K
Electronics

Discriminators (32K @$5 ea) $ 160K
Programmable Logic (8K config) $ 160K
Delays (32K @ $4 ea) $ 128K
Readout Architecture

(crates/controllers) $ 150K
Cabling/Connectors $ 190K

HV System $ 82K
GasSystem $ 100K
Transporters $ 30K

Total SF'T"Muon Detector Cost $1 41 3 K

7. Trigger and Filter Electronics
Level I trigger $1 5 0K
Level II trigger:

Associative Memory chip
development and prototype $ 80K

Vertex trigger:
300,000 memory cells $ 90K

crates + control logics $ 75K
Pt trigger:

300,000 memory cells $ 90K
crates + control logics $ 75K

Cables, connectors,misc $ 30K
Total SF3"Trigger Cost $ 590K

8. Data Acquisition System
Local VAX cluster $200K
VME crates/Power Supplies $ 60K
Exabyte II Drives (60) $164K
Tape Controllers $ 33K ,
ACP II micro's (60) $360K
Buffer memory $ 32K
Total SIT DA Cost $849 K:

Total Cost of SFT Spectrometer $23763K
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VII. Summary

In summary, the SFT appears to be a very economic way of achieving a large
productionof BB events combined with good reconstructionefficiency. With this facility one
can address ali issues of B physics includingrare decays and CP violationmeasurements tn
many modes with large statistics. The Lorentz boost of the produced B's gives unique
advantages in the triggering, reconstruction and tagging of the B's. Finally, the limited solid
angle coverage required by the SFT sDectrometermakes it a very economical option compared
to many other methods, most of which cannot approach the quality of the CP violation
measurements possible in the SFT.

,i
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Fig. 1 SSC East Campus site forthe SF'3".
Fig. 2 SFT crystal channeling extraction system.
Fig. 3 The SFT lambert,sonsystem.
Fig. 4 The SFT BeautySpectrometer.
Fig. 5 Typical v/'E'-193 GeV Beauty Event.
Fig. 6a Longitudinaldecay lengthsfor B decay in the SFT.
Fig. 6b Transverse decay lengthsfor B decays in the SF'T.
Fig. 7 Bendingdechannelinglossesas a function of protonenergy.
Fig. 8 The SFT Silicon Microvertex Detector.
Fig.ga The SFT RiCH Detector: plan view illustrating off axis imaging to enable the

photodetector to be placed outside the experiment aperture.
Fig.gb Display of detected photons in an array of multianode: Each large square

represents the active photocathode of an individual tube. 8x8 anode segmentation is
indicated in the PMT.in the upper left hand corner.

Fig.9c Dimensional outline and anode configuration of the Hamamatsu R2489:
Modifications for the SFT RICH would include finer anode segmentation and a UV
enhancedglass window.

Fig.10 Momentum spectra of ='s and K's from B->Dev decay at ,/"s"=193 GeV.
Fig.1 1 Comparison of the efficiencyof RICH Identification for a TEA gaseous photodetector

verses an array of borosilicate window PMT's.
Fig.12 Momentum Dependence of pixel size (required for 2_ separation of = and K rings).
Fig.13 The SFT electromagnetic calorimeter (Front View): A, B, C refer respectively to

the inner, middle and outer calorimeter sections described in the text.
Superimposed are contours giving the radiation exposure accumulated during one
year of operation at 107 intJsec.

Fig.14 Conceptual design of a 5.0x5.0 cm2 scintillatingfiber module with multianode PMT
readout.

Fig.15 Photon energy from ,,/s=193 GeV interactions as a function of radial distance from
the beam at the upstream face of the calorimeter. The photons from minimum bias
events are shown in Fig. 16a. B.>K"_ events are shown in Fig. 16b.

Fig.16a Cross section of a SFT muon detector resistiveplate chamber (RPC)
Fig.16b FIPC Efficiency versus rate.
Fig.16c RPC signalshapes.
Fig.17 Momentum of decay muons versus laboratory polar angle for a) B->p.+x

semimuonic decays; b)B->J/_'+X->l_lJ.+X decays; c) _,K.>_+x semimuonic
decays; d)D->_+x semimuonicdecays.

Fig.18 Schematic of muon triggercoincidence scheme.
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East Campus Siting of
20 TeV Super _xecl Target B Physics Facility (SF7")

Fig.1
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Photon Energy from _/s- 193 GeV Interactions
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Resistive Plate Counters

(b) Resistive Plate Chamt:er Rate Dependence
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Muon Trigger Coincidence Scheme
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